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Lorentz and CPT violation in neutrinos

V. Alan Kostelecky´ and Matthew Mewes
Physics Department, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405, USA

~Received 2 September 2003; published 30 January 2004!

A general formalism is presented for violations of Lorentz andCPT symmetry in the neutrino sector. The
effective Hamiltonian for neutrino propagation in the presence of Lorentz andCPTviolation is derived, and its
properties are studied. Possible definitive signals in existing and future neutrino-oscillation experiments are
discussed. Among the predictions are direction-dependent effects, including neutrino-antineutrino mixing, si-
dereal and annual variations, and compass asymmetries. Other consequences of Lorentz andCPT violation
involve unconventional energy dependences in oscillation lengths and mixing angles. A variety of simple
models both with and without neutrino masses are developed to illustrate key physical effects. The attainable
sensitivities to coefficients for Lorentz violation in the Standard-Model Extension are estimated for various
types of experiments. Many experiments have potential sensitivity to Planck-suppressed effects, comparable to
the best tests in other sectors. The lack of existing experimental constraints, the wide range of available
coefficient space, and the variety of novel effects imply that some or perhaps even all of the existing data on
neutrino oscillations might be due to Lorentz andCPT violation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The minimal Standard Model~SM! of particle physics
offers a successful description of most processes in na
but leaves unresolved several experimental and theore
issues. On the experimental front, observations of neut
oscillations have accumulated convincing evidence that
description of physical properties of neutrinos requires mo
fication of the neutrino sector in the minimal SM. Most e
perimental results to date can be described theoretically
adding neutrino masses to the minimal SM, but a comp
understanding of the existing data awaits further experim
tation. On the theoretical front, the SM is expected to be
low-energy limit of a more fundamental theory that unifi
quantum physics and gravity at the Planck scalemP.1019

GeV. Direct measurements at this energy scale are impr
cal, but suppressed low-energy signatures from the an
pated new physics might be detectable in sensitive exis
experiments.

In this work, we address both these topics by study
effects on the neutrino sector of relativity violations, a pro
ising class of Planck-scale signals. These violations m
arise through the breaking of Lorentz symmetry and perh
also the breaking ofCPT symmetry @1#. Since the SM is
known to provide a successful description of most physic
low energies compared to the Planck scale, any such sig
must appear at low energies in the form of an effective qu
tum field theory containing the SM. The general effecti
quantum field theory constructed from the SM and allow
arbitrary coordinate-independent Lorentz violation is cal
the Standard-Model Extension~SME! @2#. It provides a link
to the Planck scale through operators of nonrenormaliza
dimension@3,4#. SinceCPT violation implies Lorentz viola-
tion @5#, this theory also allows for generalCPT breaking.
The SME therefore provides a realistic theoretical basis
studies of Lorentz violation, with or withoutCPT breaking.

The Lagrangian of the SME consists of the usual S
Lagrangian supplemented by all possible terms that can
0556-2821/2004/69~1!/016005~25!/$22.50 69 0160
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constructed with SM fields and that introduce violations
Lorentz symmetry. The additional terms have the form
Lorentz-violating operators coupled to coefficients with Lo
entz indices, and they could arise in a variety of ways. O
generic and elegant mechanism is spontaneous Lorentz
lation, proposed first in string theory and field theories w
gravity @6# and then generalized to includeCPTviolation @7#.
Another popular framework for Lorentz violation is noncom
mutative field theory, in which realistic models form a subs
of the SME involving operators of nonrenormalizable dime
sion @8#. Other proposed sources of Lorentz andCPT viola-
tion include various nonstring approaches to quantum gra
@9#, random dynamics@10#, and multiverses@11#. Planck-
scale sensitivity to the coefficients for Lorentz violation
the SME has been achieved in various experiments, inc
ing ones with mesons@3,12,13#, baryons@14–16#, electrons
@17,18#, photons@19–22#, and muons@23#. However, no ex-
periments to date have measured neutrino-sector coeffic
for Lorentz violation.

Here, we explore neutrino behavior in the presence
Lorentz andCPT violation using the SME framework. The
original proposal for Lorentz andCPTviolation in neutrinos
@2# has since been followed by several theoretical investi
tions within the context of the SME@24–29#, most of which
have chosen to restrict attention to a small number of co
ficients. A comprehensive theoretical study of Lorentz a
CPT violation in neutrinos has been lacking. The pres
work partially fills this gap by applying the ideas of the SM
to a general neutrino sector with all possible couplings
left- and right-handed neutrinos and with sterile neutrin
We concentrate mostly on Lorentz-violating operators
renormalizable dimension, which dominate the low-ene
physics in typical theories, but some generic consequence
Lorentz-violating operators of nonrenormalizable dimens
are also considered@3,4,30#. The effective Hamiltonian de-
scribing free neutrino propagation is obtained, and its imp
cations are studied. The formalism presented in this w
thereby provides a general theoretical basis for future stu
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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of Lorentz and CPT violation in neutrinos. We also illustra
various key physical ideas of Lorentz andCPT violation
through simple models, and we discuss experimental sign
Our primary focus here is on oscillation data@31#, but the
formalism is applicable also to other types of experime
including direct mass searches@32#, neutrinoless double-bet
decay@33#, and supernova neutrinos@34#.

Several features of Lorentz and CPT violation that
uncover are common to other sectors of the SME, includ
unconventional energy dependence and dependence o
direction of propagation. We also find that Lorentz-violati
neutrino-antineutrino mixing with lepton-number violatio
naturally arises from Majorana-like couplings. These fe
tures lead to several unique signals for Lorentz andCPT
violation. For example, the direction dependence potenti
generates sidereal variations in terrestrial experiments as
Earth rotates, annual variations in solar-neutrino propert
and intrinsic differences in neutrino flux from differen
points on the compass or different angular heights at
location of the detector. The unconventional energy dep
dence produces a variety of interesting potential signals,
cluding resonances in the vacuum@25,29# as well as the
usual Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! resonances in
matter@35#.

Experiments producing evidence for neutrino oscillatio
to date include atmospheric-neutrino experiments@36#, solar-
neutrino experiments@37–42#, reactor experiments@43#, and
accelerator-based experiments@44,45#. Most current data are
consistent with the introduction of three massive-neutr
states, usually attributed to Grand-Unified-Theory~GUT!
scale physics. However, as we demonstrate in this work,
possibility remains that the observed neutrino oscillatio
may be due at least in part and conceivably even entirel
Lorentz and CPT violation from the Planck scale. In a
event, experiments designed to test neutrino mass are
well suited for tests of Lorentz and CPT invariance, and th
have the potential to produce the first measurements of
lations of these fundamental symmetries, signaling poss
Planck-scale physics.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section
presents the basic theory and definitions, obtaining the ef
tive Hamiltonian for neutrino propagation and discussing
properties. Issues of experimental sensitivities and poss
constraints from experiments in other sectors are consid
in Sec. III. Certain key features of neutrino behavior in t
presence of Lorentz and CPT violation are illustrated in
sample models of Sec. IV. Some remarks about both gen
and experiment-specific predictions are provided in Sec
Throughout, we follow the notation and conventions of Re
@2,4#.

II. THEORY

A. Basics

Our starting point is a general theory describingN neu-
trino species. The theory is assumed to include all poss
Majorana- and Dirac-type couplings of left- and right-hand
neutrinos, including Lorentz- andCPT-violating ones. The
01600
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neutrino sector of the minimal SME is therefore include
along with other terms such as those involving right-hand
neutrinos.

We denote the neutrino fields by the set of Dirac spin
$ne ,nm ,nt , . . . % and their charge conjugates by$neC

[ne
C , nmC[nm

C , ntC[nt
C , . . . %, where charge conjugation

of a Dirac spinor is defined as usual:na
C[Cn̄a

T . By defini-
tion, active neutrinos are detected via weak interactions w
left-handed components of$ne ,nm ,nt%. Complications may
arise in the full SME, where Lorentz-violating terms alt
these interactions and can modify the detection proc
However, such modifications are expected to be tiny a
well beyond the sensitivity of current experiments. In co
trast, propagation effects can become appreciable for la
baselines. We therefore focus in this work on solutions to
Lorentz-violating equations of motion that describe fr
propagation of theN neutrino species.

It is convenient to place all the fields and their conjuga
into a single objectnA , where the indexA ranges over the
2N possibilities$e,m,t, . . . ,eC,mC,tC, . . . %. This setup al-
lows us to write the equations of motion in a form analogo
to the Lorentz-violating QED extension@2,4#, and it can
readily accommodate Dirac, Majorana, or more general ty
of neutrinos. Our explicit analysis in this section is pe
formed under the assumption that Lorentz-violating ope
tors of renormalizable dimension dominate the low-ene
physics. Then, the general equations of motion for f
propagation can be written as a first-order differential ope
tor acting on the objectnA :

~ iGAB
n ]n2MAB!nB50. ~1!

Here, each constant quantityGAB
m , MAB is also a 434 ma-

trix in spinor space. Note that the usual equations of mot
for Dirac and Majorana neutrinos are special cases of
equation.

The matricesGAB
m andMAB can be decomposed using th

basis ofg matrices. We define

GAB
n [gndAB1cAB

mngm1dAB
mng5gm

1eAB
n 1 i f AB

n g51
1

2
gAB

lmnslm ,

MAB[mAB1 im5ABg51aAB
m gm

1bAB
m g5gm1

1

2
HAB

mnsmn . ~2!

In these equations, the massesm and m5 are Lorentz and
CPTconserving. The coefficientsc,d,H areCPTconserving
but Lorentz violating, whilea, b, e, f , g are bothCPT and
Lorentz violating. Requiring hermiticity of the theory im
poses the conditions GAB

n 5g0(GBA
n )†g0 and MAB

5g0(MBA)†g0, which implies all coefficients are hermitia
in generation space.

The above construction carries some redundancies
stem from the interdependence ofn and nC. This implies
certain symmetries forGn andM. Note first that charge con
5-2
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jugation can be written as a linear transformation onnA :
nA

C5CABnB , whereC is the symmetric matrix with nonzer
elementsC eeC5C mmC5C ttC5•••51. Then, in terms ofC
and the spinor matrixC, the interdependence ofn and nC

implies the relations

GAB
n 52CACCBDC~GDC

n !TC21,

MAB5CACCBDC~MDC!TC21, ~3!

where the transposeT acts in spinor space. Suppressing ge
eration indices, this translates to

cmn5C~cmn!TC, m5C~m!TC,

dmn52C~dmn!TC, m55C~m5!TC,

en52C~en!TC, an52C~an!TC,

f n52C~ f n!TC, bn5C~bn!TC,

glmn5C~glmn!TC, Hmn52C~Hmn!TC, ~4!

where now the transposeT acts in generation space. No
that the overall signs in the above equations are chose
match their derivation within the conventional lagrangi
formalism involving anticommuting fermion fields.

Equation~1! provides a basis for a general Lorentz- a
CPT-violating relativistic quantum mechanics of free
propagating neutrinos. However, the unconventional tim
derivative term complicates the construction of the cor
sponding Hamiltonian. This difficulty also arises in the min
mal QED extension, but it may be overcome@4# if there
exists a nonsingular matrixA satisfying the relationship
A†g0G0A51. The field redefinitionnA5AABxB then allows
the equations of motion~1! to be written as (idAB]0
2HAB)xB50, where the Hamiltonian is given byH
52A†g0( iG j] j2M )A.

DenotingdGn and dM as the Lorentz-violating portion
of Gn and M, and under the reasonable assumption t
udG0u,1, a satisfactory field redefinition is given by th

power seriesA5(11g0dG0)21/2512 1
2 g0dG01•••. Sepa-

rating the HamiltonianH into a Lorentz-conserving partH0
and a Lorentz-violating partdH, which we assume is sma
relative to H0, we can use the above expression forA to
obtain an expansion ofdH in terms ofH0 and coefficients
for Lorentz violation. Explicitly, at leading order in coeffi
cients for Lorentz violation, we obtain

dH52
1

2
~g0dG0H01H 0g0dG0!2g0~ idG j] j2dM !.

~5!

This expression is therefore the basis for a general stud
leading-order Lorentz andCPTviolation in the neutrino sec
tor.

At this stage, prior to beginning our study of Eq.~5!, it is
useful to review the properties of the Lorentz-conserv
Hamiltonian@46,47#
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H052g0~ ig j] j2M0!. ~6!

The Lorentz-conserving dynamics is completely determin
by the mass matrixM0, which in its general form can be
written

M05m1 im5g55mLPL1mRPR ~7!

with mR5(mL)†5m1 im5 and PL5 1
2 (12g5),PR5 1

2 (1
1g5). The components of the matrixmR5mL

† can be iden-
tified with Dirac- or Majorana-type masses by separatingmR
into four N3N submatrices. It is often encountered in th
form of the symmetric matrix

mRC5S L D

DT RD . ~8!

The matrices R and L are the right- and left-hande
Majorana-mass matrices, whileD is the Dirac-mass matrix
In general,R, L andD are complex matrices restricted on
by the requirement thatR andL are symmetric. Note that a
left-handed Majorana coupling is incompatible wi
electroweak-gauge invariance. In contrast, Dirac and rig
handed Majorana couplings can preserve the usual gaug
variance.

It is always possible to find a basis in which the ma
matrix M0 is diagonal. Labeling the fields in this basis b
xA8 , whereA851, . . . ,2N, then the unitary transformation
relating the two bases can be written as

UA8A5VA8APL1~VC!A8A
* PR , ~9!

whereV is a 2N32N unitary matrix. Here, it is understoo
that UA8A carries spinor indices that have been suppress
In the new basis, the mass matrixmLA8B85mRA8B8
5m(A8)dA8B8 is diagonal with real non-negative entries. Th
neutrinosxA85xA8

C 5VA8APLxA1VA8A
* PRxA

C are Majorana
particles, regardless of the form ofM0.

B. Effective Hamiltonian

The discussion above applies to an arbitrary number
neutrino species and an arbitrary mass spectrum. Sinc
general treatment is rather cumbersome, we restrict atten
in what follows to the minimal physically reasonable exte
sion withN53. For definiteness, we also assume a stand
seesaw mechanism@48# with the components ofR much
larger than those ofD or L. This mechanism suppresses t
propagation of right-handed neutrinos, so the analysis be
also contains other Lorentz- and CPT-violating scenar
dominated by light or massless left-handed neutrinos, incl
ing the minimal SME.

Ordering the massesm(A8) from smallest to largest, we
assume thatm(1) ,m(2) ,m(3) are small compared to the neu
trino energies and possibly zero, and that the remain
massesm(4) ,m(5) ,m(6) are large with the corresponding en
ergy eigenstates kinematically forbidden. In this situation
submatrixVa8a , wherea5e,m,t anda851,2,3, is approxi-
mately unitary.

To aid in solving the equations of motion, we define
5-3
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xA~ t;xW !5E d3p

~2p!3 xA~ t;pW !eip•W xW,

xA~ t;pW !5bA~ t;pW !uL~pW !1~Cd!A~ t;pW !uR~pW !

1~Cb!A* ~ t;2pW !vR~2pW !

1dA* ~ t;2pW !vL~2pW !. ~10!

This is chosen to satisfy explicitly the charge-conjugat
condition xA

C5CABxB . The spinor basis$uL(pW ),uR(pW ),

vR(2pW ),vL(2pW )% obeys the usual relations for massless f
mions, with vR,L(pW )5CūL,R

T (pW ). It has eigenvalues of the

helicity operatorg5g0gW •pW /upW u given by $2,1,2,1% and
eigenvalues of the chirality operatorg5 given by $2,1,1,
2%. For simplicity, we normalize withua

†ub5va
†vb5dab

for a,b5L,R. The definition~10! implies that the ampli-
tudesbe,m,t may be approximately identified with active ne
trinos andde,m,t with active antineutrinos. The remainin
amplitudesbeC,mC,tC anddeC,mC,tC cover the space of steril
right-handed neutrinos, but a simple identification with fl
vor neutrinos and antineutrinos would be inappropriate
view of their large mass.

In the mass-diagonal Majorana basis, we restrict atten
to the propagating states consisting of the light neutrin
Taking the Hamiltonian in this basis

Ha8b8~pW !5g0~gW •pW 1m(a8)!da8b81dHa8b8~pW !, ~11!

and applying it toxb8(t;p
W )5Ub8BxB(t;pW ) yields the equa-
u

th

-
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tions of motion in terms of the amplitudesb andd. The result
takes the form of the matrix equation

@ ida8b8]02Ha8b8~pW !#S bb8~ t;pW !

db8~ t;pW !

bb8
* ~ t;2pW !

db8
* ~ t;2pW !

D 50, ~12!

where for convenience we have definedbb85Vb8BbB and
db85Vb8B

* dB , and whereHa8b8 is the spinor-decompose
form of Ha8b8 .

The propagation of kinematically allowed states is co
pletely determined by the amplitudesba8 andda8 . However,
for purposes of comparison with experiment it is conveni
to express the result using the amplitudes associated
active neutrinos,be,m,t and de,m,t . The relevant calculation
is somewhat lengthy and is deferred to Appendix A. It a
sumes that the submatrixVa8a is unitary, and it neglects
terms that enter as small massesm(a8) multiplied by coeffi-
cients for Lorentz violation, since these are typically su
pressed. The calculation reveals that the time evolution of
active-neutrino amplitudes is given by the equation

S ba~ t;pW !

da~ t;pW !
D 5exp~2 ihefft !abS bb~0;pW !

db~0;pW !
D , ~13!

whereheff is the effective Hamiltonian describing flavor ne
trino propagation. To leading order, it is given by
~heff!ab5upW udabS 1 0

0 1D 1
1

2upW u
S ~m̃2!ab 0

0 ~m̃2!ab* D
1

1

upW u
S @~aL!mpm2~cL!mnpmpn#ab 2 iA2pm~e1!n@~gmnsps2Hmn!C#ab

iA2pm~e1!n* @~gmnsps1Hmn!C#ab* @2~aL!mpm2~cL!mnpmpn#ab* D , ~14!
e of
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where we have defined (cL)ab
mn[(c1d)ab

mn and (aL)ab
m [(a

1b)ab
m for reasons explained below. The approximate fo

momentumpm may be taken aspm5(upW u;2pW ) at leading
order. The Lorentz-conserving mass term results from
usual seesaw mechanism withm̃2[mlml

† , whereml is the
light-mass matrixml5L2DR21DT. The complex vector
(e1)m satisfies the conditions

pm~e1!n2pn~e1!m5 i emnrspr~e1!s ,

~e1!n~e1!n* 521. ~15!

A suitable choice is (e1)n5(1/A2)(0;ê11 i ê2), where
ê1 ,ê2 are real and$pW /upW u,ê1 ,ê2% form a right-handed ortho
normal triad. Note that (e1)n and (e2)n[(e1)n* is analo-
r

e

gous to the usual photon helicity basis. The appearanc
these vectors reflects the near-definite helicity of active n

trinos. The vectorsê1 and ê2 can be arbitrarily set by rota
tions or equivalently by multiplying (e1)n by a phase, which
turns out to be equivalent to changing the relative ph
between the basis spinorsuL anduR .

Only the diagonal kinetic term inheff arises in the mini-
mal SM. The term involving (m̃2)ab encompasses the usu
massive-neutrino case without sterile neutrinos. The lead
order Lorentz-violating contributions to neutrino-neutrin
mixing are controlled by the coefficient combinationsa
1b)ab

m and (c1d)ab
mn . These combinations conserve th

usual SU(3)3SU(2)3U(1) gauge symmetry and corre
spond to the coefficients (aL)ab

m and (cL)ab
mn in the minimal

SME. Note that the orthogonal combinations (a2b)ab
m and
5-4
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(c2d)ab
mn also conserve the usual gauge symmetry, but t

correspond to self-couplings of right-handed neutrinos
are therefore irrelevant for leading-order processes involv
active neutrinos. The remaining coefficients (gmnsC)ab and
(HmnC)ab appear inheff through Majorana-like couplings tha
violate SU(3)3SU(2)3U(1) gauge invariance and lepton
number conservation. They generate Lorentz-violat
neutrino-antineutrino mixing.

Some combinations of coefficients may be unobserva
either due to symmetries or because they can be remo
through field redefinitions@2,4,49,50#. For example, the trace
componenthmn(cL)mn is Lorentz invariant and can be ab
sorbed into the usual kinetic term, so it may be assumed
for convenience. In fact, even if this combination is initial
nonzero, it remains absent from the leading-order effec
Hamiltonian because the trace ofpmpn vanishes. Other ex
amples of unobservable coefficients include certain comb
tions of gmns and Hmn. The antisymmetry propertiesgmns

52gnms, Hmn52Hnm and the properties of (e1)n can be
combined to prove that the physically significant combin
tions of gmns andHmn are given by the relations

pm~e1!ngmns5upW u~e1!ng̃ns,

pm~e1!nHmn5upW u~e1!nH̃n, ~16!

where we have defined

g̃ns[g0ns1
i

2
e0n

grggrs,

H̃n[H0n1
i

2
e0n

grHgr. ~17!

Only these combinations appear inheff and are relevant to
neutrino oscillations.

In deriving Eq. ~14!, we have focused on operators
renormalizable dimension, which involve linear derivativ
in the equations of motion and a single power of moment
in the Hamiltonian. Operators of nonrenormalizable mass
mensionn.4 are also of potential importance@3,4#. They
appear as higher-derivative terms in the action, along w
corresponding complications in the equations of motion a
in the construction of the Hamiltonian. An operator of d
mensionn is associated with a term in the action involvin
d5n23 derivatives, and the associated terms in the eff
tive Hamiltonian involved powers of the momentum. Th
corresponding coefficient for Lorentz violation carriesd12
or fewer Lorentz indices, depending on the spinor struct
of the coupling and the number of momentum contractio
occurring. For the casen.4, we generically denote the co
efficients by (kd)l•••. These coefficients have mass dime
sion 12d. Note that, depending on the theory consider
the mechanism for Lorentz andCPT violation can cause
them to be suppressed byd-dependent powers of the Planc
scale@3,4#. Some effects of operators withd52 have been
considered in the context of quantum gravity in Ref.@30#.

The mixing described by Eq.~14! or its generalization to
operators of dimensionn.4 can be strongly energy depe
01600
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dent. For example, any nonzero mass-squared differe
dominate the Hamiltonian at some low-energy scale. Ho
ever, while mass effects decrease with energy, Lore
violating effects involving operators of renormalizable d
mension remain constant or grow linearly with energyE and
so always dominate at high energies. For instance, the
tributions from a mass of 0.1 eV and a dimensionless co
ficient of 10217 are roughly comparable at an energy det
mined by E2;(0.1 eV)2/(10217), or E;30 MeV. Below
this energy the mass term dominates, while above it
Lorentz-violating term does. Similarly, a dimension-one c
efficient of 10215 GeV has a transition energyE;10 keV.
More generally, effects controlled by the coefficien
(kd)l . . . for Lorentz violation involving operators of dimen
sion n5d13 grow asEd.

Although the perturbative diagonalization leading to E
~14! is valid for dimensionless coefficients much smal
than one and for energies much greater than any masse
coefficients of dimension one, at sufficiently high energ
issues of stability and causality may require the inclusion
Lorentz-violating terms of nonrenormalizable dimension
the theory. In the context of the single-fermion QED exte
sion, for example, a dimensionlessc00 coefficient can lead to
issues with causality and stability at energies;mfermion/Ac00

unless the effects of operators of nonrenormalizable dim
sion are incorporated@4#. A complete resolution of this issu
would be of interest but lies beyond our present scope. I
likely to depend on the underlying mechanisms leading
mass and Lorentz violation, and it may be complicated f
ther by the presence of multiple generations and the ste
neutrino sector. We limit our remarks here to noting that
values of the coefficients for Lorentz violation considered
all the models in this work are sufficiently small that issu
of stability and causality can be arranged to appear only
yond experimentally relevant energies. In any case,
renormalizable sector provides a solid foundation for the
sic treatment of Lorentz andCPT violation in neutrinos.

C. Neutrinos in matter

In many situations, neutrinos traverse a significant volu
of ordinary matter before detection. The resulting forwa
scattering with electrons, protons, and neutrons can have
matic consequences on neutrino oscillations@51#. These mat-
ter interactions can readily be incorporated into our gene
formalism. Since the effective Lagrangian in norm
matter is given by DLmatter52A2GFnen̄eg

0PLne

1(GFnn /A2)n̄ag0PLna , matter effects are equivalent t
contributions fromCPT-odd coefficients

~aL,eff!ee
0 5GF~2ne2nn!/A2,

~aL,eff!mm
0 5~aL,eff!tt

0 52GFnn /A2, ~18!

wherene and nn are the number densities of electrons a
neutrons. Adding these terms to the effective Hamilton
~14! therefore incorporates the effects of matter.

For some of the analyses of Lorentz violation below, it
useful to review the treatment of matter effects in solar a
5-5
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atmospheric neutrinos. Consider first solar neutrinos. Th
are produced in several processes that generate distinct,
understoodne spectra. The most notable are thepp spectrum
with a maximum energy of about 0.4 MeV, and the8B spec-
trum with a maximum of about 16 MeV@52#. For na↔nb
mixing scenarios, the contribution fromnn is the same for all
species and therefore can be ignored. However,nn may be
important forna↔ n̄b mixing, such as that generated by th
coefficients (gmnsC)ab and (HmnC)ab in heff . An analytic ap-
proximation to the electron number density inside the S
is given by @52# ne /NA5245e210.54R/R(. It is useful to
define ns5ne2 1

2 nn , a combination that often appea
in sterile-neutrino searches. This number density ha
similar approximation, ns /NA5223e210.54R/R(. The
two linearly independent combinations can the
fore be taken as GFne.1.32310220e210.54R/R( GeV
and GFns.1.20310220e210.54R/R( GeV, corresponding
to a neutron contribution of GFnn52GF(ne2ns)
.0.24310220e210.54R/R( GeV to the effective Hamiltonian
These quantities set the scale for matter effects in the S

Next, consider the detection of atmospheric neutrin
Upward-going neutrinos pass through the Earth and there
experience higher matter potentials than the downwa
going neutrinos, which traverse the less dense atmosp
and a small amount of bedrock on their way to the detec
A crude estimate of the matter potential in this case can
obtained by assuming that the Earth consists of roug
equal numbers of protons, neutrons, and electrons. Using
average number density then yields the approximate v
GFne.GFnn.1.5310222 GeV. This produces a matter po
tential similar to that from the Sun atR/R(;2/5.

Overall, the contribution toheff from matter ranges from
about 10220 to 10225 GeV. This means that matter effec
must be incorporated when the contributions from mass
Lorentz violation lie near these values. This range is com
rable to the scale of coefficients for Lorentz violation th
originate as suppressed effects from the Planck scale. N
also that most terrestrial experiments involve neutrinos
traverse at least some amount of bedrock or other shiel
materials, which can result in substantially different conve
tional or Lorentz-violating dynamics relative to the vacuu
oscillation case@53#.

D. Neutrino oscillations

The analysis of neutrino mixing proceeds along the us
lines. The effective Hamiltonian can be diagonalized with
636 unitary matrixUeff :

heff5Ueff
† EeffUeff , ~19!

where Eeff is a 636 diagonal matrix. In contrast to th
Lorentz-covariant case, where mixing without sterile neu
nos involves only three propagating states, here mixing w
out sterile neutrinos may occur with six states. This me
that there can be up to five energy-dependent eigenvalue
ferences for Lorentz-violating mixing, resulting in five ind
pendent oscillation lengths instead of the usual two@54#.
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Denoting the six propagation states by the amplitud
BJ(t;pW ) with J51, . . . ,6, we can write BJ(t;pW )
5ŨJaba(t;pW )1ŪJada(t;pW ), where we have splitUeff into
633 matricesUeff5(Ũ,Ū). The time evolution operato
may then be written as

Sab~ t !5~Ueff
† e2 iEefftUeff!ab

5S Snanb
~ t ! Snan̄b

~ t !

Sn̄anb
~ t ! Sn̄an̄b

~ t !D
5(

J
e2 i tE(J)S ŨJa* ŨJb ŨJa* ŪJb

ŪJa* ŨJb ŪJa* ŪJb
D , ~20!

whereE(J) are the diagonal values ofEeff .
The probabilities for a neutrino of typeb oscillating into a

neutrino or antineutrino of typea in time t are therefore
Pnb→na

(t)5uSnanb
(t)u2 or Pnb→ n̄a

(t)5uSn̄anb
(t)u2, respec-

tively. Similarly, for antineutrinos we havePn̄b→na
(t)

5uSnan̄b
(t)u2 or Pn̄b→ n̄a

(t)5uSn̄an̄b
(t)u2. In terms of the ma-

trices Ũ and Ū, the probabilities are

Pnb→na
~ t !5dab24 (

J.K
Re~ŨJa* ŨJbŨKaŨKb* !sin2

DJKt

2

12 (
J.K

Im~ŨJa* ŨJbŨKaŨKb* !sinDJKt, ~21a!

Pn̄b→ n̄a
~ t !5dab24 (

J.K
Re~ŪJa* ŪJbŪKaŪKb* !sin2

DJKt

2

12 (
J.K

Im~ŪJa* ŪJbŪKaŪKb* !sinDJKt, ~21b!

Pnb→ n̄a
~ t !524 (

J.K
Re~ŪJa* ŨJbŪKaŨKb* !sin2

DJKt

2

12 (
J.K

Im~ŪJa* ŨJbŪKaŨKb* !sinDJKt,

~21c!

Pn̄b→na
~ t !524 (

J.K
Re~ŨJa* ŪJbŨKaŪKb* !sin2

DJKt

2

12 (
J.K

Im~ŨJa* ŪJbŨKaŪKb* !sinDJKt,

~21d!

where the effective-energy difference is denoted byDJK
5E(J)2E(K) .
5-6
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E. CPT properties

With a conveniently chosen phase,CPT may be imple-
mented by the transformation

S ba
CPT~ t;pW !

da
CPT~ t;pW !

D 5 i S 2da* ~2t;pW !

ba* ~2t;pW !
D [s2S ba* ~2t;pW !

da* ~2t;pW !
D .

~22!

This yields precisely the expected result when applied
heff : theCPT-conjugate Hamiltonianheff

CPT5s2heff* s2 can be
obtained from Eq.~14! by changing the sign of theCPT-odd
aL andg coefficients. Then,heff

CPT5heff whenaL andg van-
ish, as expected. A notable feature here is that indepen
mass matrices for neutrinos and antineutrinos cannot be
erated as has been proposed@55#. Greenberg has recentl
proved that this result is general@5#.

UnderCPT, the transition amplitudes transform as

Snanb
~ t ! ↔

CPT

Sn̄an̄b
* ~2t !, ~23a!

Sn̄anb
~ t ! ↔

CPT

2Snan̄b
* ~2t !. ~23b!

These relations become equalities if CPT holds. The fi
relation then yields the usual result

CPT invariance⇒Pnb→na
~ t !5Pn̄a→ n̄b

~ t !. ~24a!

This property has long been understood and has been i
tified as a potential test ofCPT invariance@25#. However, the
negation of terms in this result produces a statement that
be false in general becauseCPT violation need not imply
Pnb→na

(t)ÞPn̄a→ n̄b
(t). Examples of models that violat

CPT but nonetheless satisfy Eq.~24a! are given in Sec. IV.
The above property addresses the relationship betw

n↔n andn̄↔ n̄ mixing. There is also an analogous prope
associated withn↔ n̄ mixing. Thus, forCPT invariance, re-
lation ~23b! yields the additional result

CPT invariance⇒Pnb� n̄a
~ t !5Pna� n̄b

~ t !. ~24b!

This property may also provide opportunities to test for L
entz andCPT invariance. Note, however, that negation of
terms produces a statement that may be false in general,
the previous case.

Finally, we emphasize that the presence ofCPT violation
increases the number of independent oscillation lengths w
out the addition of sterile neutrinos. In the general case, n
zero coefficients forCPT violation in the effective Hamil-
tonian ~14! can generate up to six independent propaga
states, rather than the usual three.

F. Reference frames

The presence of Lorentz violation makes it necessary
specify the frame in which experimental results are repor
Coordinate invariance of the physics, in particular obser
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Lorentz invariance@2#, ensures that the analysis and me
surements of an experiment can be performed in any fra
of reference. However, it is convenient to have a standard
of frames to facilitate comparisons of different experimen
In the literature, measurements are conventionally expres
in terms of coefficients for Lorentz violation defined in
Sun-centered celestial equatorial frame with coordina
(T,X,Y,Z) @56#. For our present purposes, it suffices to ide
tify the Z direction as lying along the Earth’s rotational ax
and theX direction as pointing towards the vernal equino
The coefficients for Lorentz violation in any other inerti
frame can be related to the standard set in the Sun-cent
frame by an observer Lorentz transformation. In general,
transformation includes both rotations and boosts, but bo
effects are frequently neglected because they introduce
terms suppressed by the velocityb between frames, which is
typically &1024. Recently, studies of someb-suppressed
terms have been performed in the context of high-precis
clock-comparison experiments@15,16# and resonant cavities
@21,22#.

The existence of orientation-dependent effects make
useful to define a standard parametrization for the direc
of neutrino propagationp̂ and the correspondingê1 ,ê2 vec-
tors in the Sun-centered frame. A suitable set of unit vect
is given by

p̂5~sinQcosF,sinQsinF,cosQ!,

ê15~cosQcosF,cosQsinF,2sinQ!,

ê25~2sinF,cosF,0!, ~25!

whereQ andF are the celestial colatitude and longitude
propagation, respectively. We remark that these quantities
related to the right ascensionr and declinationd of the
source as viewed from the detector byQ590°1d and F
5180°1r .

In the remainder of this subsection, we provide so
technical comments about the frame dependence of
choice of spinor basis in Sec. II B. This basis is norma
associated with massless fermions, so the presence of
or Lorentz violation means that even with a covariant n
malization the corresponding amplitudes are no longer sc
functions under observer Lorentz transformations and he
are frame dependent. However, our basis suffices for pe
bative calculations in which the physically significant sta
are affected only by masses and coefficients for Lorentz v
lation that are small relative toupW u, while the complexity of
the general Lorentz-violating case makes the decompos
into a covariant basis impractical. Moreover, despite
frame-dependent nature of the calculation, the probabili
~21! are frame independent at leading order. In the us
case, frame independence follows from the Lorentz-vec
nature of the exact four-momenta (E(J) ;pW ), which implies
the productsE(J)t2pW •xW are Lorentz scalars, and from th
constancy and frame-independence of the mixing ma
Ueff . It turns out that a version of these properties holds
the present case, as we show next.
5-7
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First, we observe that the elements of the 636 matrix
upW u(heff2upW u) are scalars under observer Lorentz transform
tions at leading order in small quantities. Next, note that
matrix Ueff diagonalizesupW u(heff2upW u), so its elements can
be chosen to be observer Lorentz scalars as well. In turn,
means that the diagonal elementsupW u(E(J)2upW u) are also ob-
server Lorentz scalars, since they are functions of the
ments ofupW u(heff2upW u). From this result, it follows explicitly
that the neutrino dispersion relationsE(J)

2 2pW 2 are observer
Lorentz scalars at leading order, since

E(J)
2 2pW 25~E(J)1upW u!~E(J)2upW u!

.2upW u~E(J)2upW u!. ~26!

The four-momentum is therefore a vector under obser
Lorentz transformations to leading order, as desired. C
bining this property with the scalar character ofUeff implies
that the leading-order transition amplitudes and probabili
~21! are covariant under observer Lorentz transformations
claimed.

III. SENSITIVITIES

A. Existing constraints

To date, there is no compelling experimental evidence
nonzero coefficients for Lorentz violation in any sector. Th
oretical predictions of the size of the effects depend on
underlying model. However, the natural scale for a fun
mental theory is the Planck massmP , which is about 17
orders of magnitude greater than the electroweak scalemW
relevant to the SM and roughly 30 orders of magnitu
greater than the scale of neutrino masses, if they exist.
plausible that any observable Lorentz- andCPT-violating ef-
fects are suppressed by one or more powers of the dim
sionless ratior 5m/mP&10217, wherem is the relevant low-
energy scale andmP is the Planck mass@7#. In contrast, the
scale of observed neutrino oscillations is&0.1 eV, which
enters as a squared massDm2&10220 GeV. At physically
relevant energies, 1024 GeV,E,103 GeV, the oscillation
physics is determined by the dimensionless ratior n

5Dm2/E2. Remarkably, the two dimensionless ratiosr and
r n have a similar range, so the natural size of Lorentz- a
CPT-violating effects may be comparable to the natural s
of neutrino-oscillation effects.

Certain experiments in the fermion and photon sect
have achieved sensitivities corresponding to dimension
suppressions of roughly 10230. Since the coefficients fo
Lorentz violation in the various sectors can be related eit
directly through symmetries or indirectly through radiati
corrections, it might seem that existing experimental c
straints severely restrict the possibilities for Lorentz violati
in neutrinos. In fact, this expectation is incorrect, as we d
cuss next.

In the context ofheff , the relevant coefficients are (aL)ab
m

and (cL)ab
mn , since these appear directly in the charge

fermion sector of the SME. A decomposition of the multifl
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vor QED limit of the charged-lepton sector can be perform
in analogy with Eq.~2!. It produces the identification

aab
m 5

1

2
~aL1aR!ab

m ,

bab
m 5

1

2
~aL2aR!ab

m ,

cab
mn5

1

2
~cL1cR!ab

mn ,

dab
mn5

1

2
~cL2cR!ab

mn , ~27!

where (cR)ab
mn and (aR)ab

m are coefficients in the SME tha
couple to right-handed leptons and therefore leave unaffe
the active neutrinos at tree level. On this basis, it might
ively appear that the charged sector is sensitive to more c
binations of coefficients for Lorentz violation than the ne
trino sector. However, the mass hierarchy of the char
leptonse,m,t implies that only coefficients that are diagon
in flavor space appear in leading-order perturbative calc
tions. As a result,e,m,t effectively decouple, resulting in
three independent copies of the fermion sector in
Lorentz- andCPT-violating QED extension. This implies
that unsuppressed sensitivity to Lorentz violation in t
charged-lepton sector involves only flavor-diagonal com
nents. Moreover, the decoupling also implies that certain
efficients such asaee

m ,amm
m ,att

m are physically unobservable
further reducing the total number of coefficients affecti
charged leptons. Taken together, these factors ensure tha
CPT-odd sectors of charged leptons and neutrinos are c
pletely independent at tree level. Similar arguments apply
parts of theCPT-even sector as well. We therefore conclu
that neutrinos are sensitive to a greater number of coe
cients for Lorentz violation than the charged leptons, and
tree level most of these coefficients are independent fr
those accessible withe, m, or t leptons.

Particularly stringent constraints exist on some com
nents of the charged-lepton coefficientsbee

m and bmm
m . Al-

though these are linearly independent of neutrino-sector
efficients at tree level, it is natural to ask whether radiat
corrections to these components can be used to cons
possible neutrino effects. As an example, Ref.@28# explores
the possibility that eV-size effects in heavy sterile neutrin
could evade the constraints in the charged-lepton sec
finding that within a standard seesaw mechanism the e
tence of largebm-type coefficients for sterile neutrinos tend
to producebm coefficients in the charged-lepton sector th
conflict with observation. In this work, we neglect seesa
induced coefficients because they are suppressed by
large-mass scale. However, it is of interest to ask whet
radiative corrections alter the tree-level independence of
charged- and neutral-lepton sectors.

For simplicity, we restrict our discussion to the releva
am andbm coefficients, although related remarks apply a
to cmn anddmn coefficients. The leading-order radiative co
5-8
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LORENTZ AND CPT VIOLATION IN NEUTRINOS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 016005 ~2004!
rections are linear in the coefficients for Lorentz violatio
However, loops involving weak interactions are heavily su
pressed by additional factors at the relevant energies, w
strong interactions play no role. We can therefore rest
attention to the QED extension. In this case, general pro
ties of the coefficients for Lorentz violation under the d
crete symmetriesC, P, andT imply that corrections tobm

coefficients involve only otherbm type coefficients@57#. As a
result, although the constraints from charged-lepton exp
ments may restrictbm in the neutrino sector of the SME, th
am coefficients are unaffected and soaL is unconstrained.
Thus, the independence of the charged- and neutral-le
sectors remains valid for radiative corrections.

B. General features

In the presence of Lorentz andCPT violation, a wide
range of unconventional neutrino behaviors can occur. Th
include unusual energy dependence, direction-dependen
fects, and neutrino-antineutrino mixing. Specific examples
these behaviors are illustrated in the examples presente
Sec. IV. Here, we focus on some general features of exp
mental sensitivities to Lorentz- andCPT-violating effects.
Some of these have been discussed in the context of
minimal SME in our earlier work@29#, but the present dis
cussion holds for the full theory~14! and generically for
operators of nonrenormalizable dimension.

Figure 1 shows an estimate of the coverage in base
distance L versus energyE of the currently published
neutrino-oscillation data. Included in the evidence for os
lations are observations of solar neutrinos by Cl- and G
based experiments@37–40#, Super Kamiokande~SK! @41#,
and SNO@42#; and of atmospheric neutrinos by SK@36#,
reactor-based KamLAND@43#, and accelerator-based LSN
@44# and K2K @45#. Null results include the reactor exper
ments Bugey@58#, CHOOZ @59#, Gösgen@60#, Palo Verde
@61#, and various accelerator-based short-baseline exp
ments including, for example, the high-energy experime
BNL-E776 @62#, CCFR @63#, CHORUS @64#,
NOMAD @65,66#, NuTeV @67#, and the low-energy KAR-
MEN @68#. A number of new accelerator-based experime
are likely to produce interesting results in the near futu
These include the short-baseline (L.500 m, E.1 GeV)
MiniBooNE experiment@69# designed to test the LSND
anomaly, and the long-baseline (L.700 km, E.1 GeV)
ICARUS @70#, MINOS @71#, and OPERA@72# experiments,
which are planned to test the atmospheric-oscillation hypo
esis. Also shown on the figure are the approximate effec
regions associated with the matter potentials for the Sun
the Earth.

The unusual energy dependence can be viewed as a
sequence of the dimensionality of the coefficients for L
entz violation. The standard scenario for neutrino oscillatio
involves mass-squared differencesDm2 that combine with
the baseline distanceL and the neutrino energyE to yield the
physically relevant dimensionless combinationDm2L/E.
However, Eq.~14! shows that Lorentz-violating oscillation
generated by the dimension-one coefficientsam,bm,Hmn

are controlled by the dimensionless combinatio
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amL, bmL, HmnL, while those generated bycmn, dmn, gmns

are controlled bycmnLE, dmnLE, gmnsLE. More generally,
oscillations generated by a coefficient (kd)l••• for a Lorentz-
violating operator of nonrenormalizable dimensionn5d
13 are controlled by (kd)l•••LEd.

Figure 1 illustrates these various energy dependen
Lines of constantL/E, L, andLE are plotted, bounding ap
proximate regions of experimental sensitivity to conve
tional mass-squared differences, dimension-one coefficie
and dimensionless coefficients, respectively. For each n
zero coefficient inheff , a bounding line on this figure exist
above which the corresponding Lorentz-violating effe
become of order one. Given such a line, any experime
located near or above it can be affected by the associ
coefficient, but experiments below it have limited or no se
sitivity. For example, the region of limiting sensitivity for
hypothetical dimensionless coefficient of magnitude;10218

is bounded approximately by the dimensionless line satis
ing LE51018, which is the dotted line running just below
KamLAND. Experiments lying above this line, such as K
mLAND, SNO, and SK, could be sensitive to the effects
this coefficient. Note that approximate regions of experim
tal sensitivity to coefficients (kd)l••• of dimension 12d
could also be identified on the figure. They would
bounded by lines of constantLEd with d.1, which have
negative-integer slopes.

Figure 1 also reveals that experiments and data al
probes well below the 10217 Planck-suppression level. Fo
instance, the various null results from short-baseline rea
and accelerator experiments could be reanalyzed to yield
per bounds on certain coefficients for Lorentz violatio
Thus, the high-energy experiments CHORUS and NOMA
found no evidence ofne,m→nt at energiesE;100 GeV and
at distancesL;1018 GeV21, which suggests that reanalyze
of these experiments would yield interesting new sensit

FIG. 1. Approximate sensitivities of various experimen
Lines of constantL/E ~solid!, L ~dashed!, and LE ~dotted!
are shown, giving approximate sensitivities to the quantit
$m,m5%, $am,bm,Hmn%, and $cmn,dmn,gmns%, respectively. Also
shown are the approximate effective regions for the matter pote
in the Sun and Earth.
5-9
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V. ALAN KOSTELECKY AND MATTHEW MEWES PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 016005 ~2004!
ties of roughly 10218 GeV to dimension-one coefficients an
roughly 10220 to dimensionless coefficients. A similar situ
tion holds for low-energy experiments such as CHOOZ, P
Verde, and KARMEN in then̄e sector. From Fig. 1 we se
that, relative to CHORUS and NOMAD, CHOOZ and Pa
Verde might be expected to have comparable sensitivitie
dimension-one coefficients but reduced sensitivity to dim
sionless ones, while KARMEN has comparable sensitivity
conventional mass effects. In each case, the attainable s
tivities also depend on various experiment-dependent fac
so individual reanalyzes are required to make definit
statements.

Another unusual effect due to Lorentz violation
direction-dependent neutrino behavior, a consequence
rotation-symmetry violation. This has consequences for co
parisons of results between different terrestrial experime
or for the analysis of experiments involving multiple sourc
since the orientation of the neutrino beam or the location
the source relative to the detector can affect neutrino os
lations. Rotation-symmetry violation also implies that t
daily rotation of the Earth about its axis induces appar
periodic changes of the coefficients for Lorentz violation
the laboratory, which would be manifest as temporal va
tions in neutrino oscillations. These variations occur at m
tiples of the sidereal frequencyv % .2p/~23 h 56 min!.
Similarly, in the presence of rotation-symmetry violatio
neutrinos emitted from the Sun in different directions u
dergo different oscillations, which may produce observa
annual variations arising from the change in the location
the detector as the Earth orbits the Sun. All these temp
variations with appropriate periodicity provide unique s
nals of Lorentz violation in neutrino oscillations. Moreove
they can also yield interesting sensitivities to certain coe
cients. For instance, SK found that the shape of the so
neutrino flux matches the expected value to within about
over the year @41#. The Sun-Earth distance isL
;1027 GeV21, andLE;1025 for the SK energy range, so
reanalysis of the SK data might achieve impressive sensi
ties of ;10228 GeV to dimension-one coefficients an
;10226 to dimensionless ones, comparable to the best
perimental sensitivities achieved for other sectors of
SME.

Another interesting feature of Lorentz violation involve
novel resonance effects in neutrino oscillations. In the c
ventional case with neutrino masses, the usual MSW re
nances@35# arise when the local matter environment is su
that neutrino interactions become comparable to mass
fects, thereby drastically changing the character of
Hamiltonian. The presence of Lorentz violation can trigg
several other types of effects, including resonances with
mass or matter that involve different coefficients for Loren
violation, resonances involving coefficients for Lorentz vi
lation and mass terms, resonances involving coefficients
Lorentz violation and matter effects, and various combi
tions of the above. The earliest example of an expl
vacuum resonance in a two-generation model involving
mass term and a single nonzero coefficient (aL)T for Lorentz
and CPT violation is given in Ref.@25#. An example of a
vacuum resonance in a three-generation model involving
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coefficients (aL)Z and (cL)TT for Lorentz andCPT violation
occurs in the bicycle model of Ref.@29#. We emphasize tha
resonances due to Lorentz violation can occur in the vacu
as well as in matter, and not only at particular energies
also for particular directions of propagation. Note also th
even away from the resonance regions, matter effects ma
important when considering mass terms or coefficients
Lorentz violation that have lines of sensitivity near or abo
the Sun- or Earth-potential regions shown in Fig. 1.

C. The LSND anomaly

In the LSND experiment@44#, copious numbers of neutri
nos were produced from the decay ofp1 at rest. This pro-
cess is dominated by the decayp1→m1nm followed by

m1→e1nen̄m . A small excess inn̄e was seen, interpreted a

the oscillation n̄m→ n̄e with a small probability of about
0.26%. This result is difficult to accommodate within th
context of the conventional global analysis@31#, in which
two mass-squared differences are used to describe sola
atmospheric oscillation data. The solar data appear consis
with a mass-squared differencedm2;1025 eV2, while the
atmospheric data suggest a second mass-squared diffe
Dm2;1023 eV2. The regions of limiting sensitivity to thes
mass-squared differences are shown in Fig. 1, where line
constant L/E with values L/E;1023 GeV22 and L/E
;1021 GeV22 can be seen. Experiments lying significant
below these lines, including LSND, should be insensitive
oscillations caused bydm2 and Dm2. This illustrates the
difficulty in explaining the LSND result within the conven
tional framework without introducing additional mas
squared differences.

A resolution of this LSND anomaly without the introduc
tion of sterile neutrinos might emerge from the unusual
ergy dependence, the directional dependence, or
neutrino-antineutrino mixing introduced by Lorentz viol
tion. For example, equal numbers ofnm , ne , and n̄m are

produced in LSND, so ifne mix with n̄e then the observed
excess inn̄e may be a result ofne↔ n̄e mixing rather than
n̄m↔ n̄e mixing. We note, however, that if the possible dire
tion dependence is neglected then Fig. 1 shows that a sim
solution based either on the unusual energy dependenc
on n↔ n̄ mixing is likely to be hindered by existing nul
results in then̄e sector, from low-energy experiments such
CHOOZ and Palo Verde or from high-energy experime
such as CHORUS, NOMAD, and NuTeV. Indeed, from th
figure we see generically that to explain the LSND result o
needs a mass-squared difference of about 10219 GeV2

51021 eV2, a dimension-one coefficient of abou
10218 GeV or a dimensionless coefficient of about 10217.
Note that each of these has consequences for other ex
ments, depending on flavor content. For example, the
coming MiniBooNE experiment is designed to test the sa
oscillation channel and will therefore be sensitive to all thr
possibilities.
5-10
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IV. ILLUSTRATIVE MODELS

To illustrate some of the novel behaviors of neutrino o
cillations in the presence of Lorentz andCPT violation, we
next consider a number of simple special cases of the th
~14! with only one or a few nonzero coefficients. For ea
case, some of the ways that the unusual neutrino behav
might affect current observations are quantitatively exa
ined. Also, we simplify expressions by adopting tempora
notation for the specific nonzero coefficients for Lorentz v
lation within each model: quantities carrying a ring acce
such as c̊, denote rotation-symmetric coefficients; whi
those with a ha´ček accent, such asč, denote anisotropic co
efficients.

A. Rotationally invariant models

The rotation-invariant restriction provides an interesti
special limit of the theory~14!. While difficult to motivate
without knowledge of the underlying mechanism leading
Lorentz andCPT violation, rotation invariant or so-called
‘‘fried-chicken’’ ~FC! models are attractive because rotati
symmetry can significantly reduce the complexity of calc
lations, thereby providing a simple context within which
study the unusual neutrino behaviors arising from Lore
violation.

Restricting heff to FC terms leaves only four matrice
(m̃2)ab , (aL)ab

0 , (cL)ab
00 , and (cL)ab

jk 5 1
3 (cL)ab

ll d jk. As de-
scribed in Sec. II B, the trace (cL)ab

002(cL)ab
j j is unobservable

and may be set to zero, so only three of these matrices
independent. Dropping the irrelevant kinetic term and
suming rotation invariance in the Sun-centered (T,X,Y,Z)
frame for definiteness, the 636 effective Hamiltonian re-
duces to the block-diagonal form

~heff!ab
FC5diagH F m̃2/~2E!1~aL!T2

4

3
~cL!TTEG

ab

,

F m̃2/~2E!2~aL!T2
4

3
~cL!TTEG

ab

* J . ~28!

This Hamiltonian provides a general FC model of three
tive neutrinos. The generalization to additional light or ma
less sterile neutrinos is straightforward.

With the exception of the original proposal for Loren
violation in neutrinos@2# and the recent work in Ref.@29#,
which address both rotation-invariant and anisotropic effe
with and withoutCPT violation, existing works on the sub
ject @24–27# involve limited special cases of the general F
model~28!. The bulk of the literature restricts attention to th
two-generation special case and neglects either the (aL)T

term or the (cL)TT term. A plethora of unexplored mode
and effects exists.

It might seem logical to impose spherical symmetry in
special frame such as the cosmic microwave backgro
~CMB! frame. However, if rotation symmetry is assumed
the CMB frame then the coefficients in Eq.~28! differ from
(aL)T,(cL)TT in the standard Sun-centered frame, being
stead (aL)0,(cL)00 in the CMB frame. Relating the latter t
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the standard Sun-centered frame or any other experimen
attainable frame introduces direction dependence due to
motion of our solar system in the CMB frame. The releva
Hamiltonian then also involves spatial components of
coefficients, so it differs from Eq.~28! and is instead an
anisotropic limit of the theory~14!.

Although the FC model~28! is rather limited considering
the wealth of possible effects contained in the full theo
~14!, and although it has little theoretical motivation oth
than calculational convenience, further study of this mode
useful because it provides a readily workable context wit
which to gain insight about possible signals of Lorentz a
CPTviolation. This is illustrated in the few simple example
discussed in this subsection.

1. Example:„cL…ab
TTÅ0

A particularly simple FC model consists of a single no
zero coefficient matrix such as (cL)ab

TT . Some features of this
model are similar to the conventional massive-neutrino ca
but there is unusual energy dependence. Here, we take
vantage of this energy dependence to illustrate one typ
mechanism through which Lorentz violation might provide
solution to the LSND anomaly.

Lines of limiting sensitivity for the two mass-squared d
ferencesdm2 and Dm2 used in the conventional globa
analysis are shown in Fig. 2. The mixing angles are such
ne oscillations are almost completely controlled bydm2.
Therefore, one can expect to see onlyn̄e mixing in Kam-
LAND, in solar neutrino experiments, and possibly in t
lowest-energy atmospheric-neutrino experiments. The
served atmospheric oscillations are due toDm2, which con-
trols nm↔nt mixing. Since LSND lies well below both the
dm2 and theDm2 lines, no oscillations are predicted.

Replacing the mass-squared differencesdm2 and Dm2

with a nonzero coefficient matrix (cL)ab
TT produces an effec-

tive Hamiltonianheff that can be parametrized as described
Appendix B, using two eigenvalue differences and CKM-li
mixing angles and phases. For simplicity, we choose her

FIG. 2. Lines of limiting sensitivity fordm2;1025 eV2, Dm2

;1023 eV2, d c̊;10222, D c̊;10217. The shaded regions are thos
of Fig. 1.
5-11
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V. ALAN KOSTELECKY AND MATTHEW MEWES PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 016005 ~2004!
mimic the usual solution by taking vanishing phases a
u13

TT , and we consider only the caseu23
TT5p/4. This leaves

three degrees of freedom: two eigenvalue differences,
one mixing angleu12

TT[u. It turns out to be convenient to
work with two linear combinations of the eigenvalue diffe
ences, defined by

d c̊[
4

3
@~cL!(3)

TT2~cL!(2)
TT#,

D c̊[
4

3
@~cL!(2)

TT2~cL!(1)
TT#. ~29!

The probabilities for this case are then

Pne→ne
512sin22usin2~D c̊LE/2!,

Pnm→nm
5Pnt→nt

512
1

4
sin22usin2~D c̊LE/2!

2sin2usin2@~D c̊1d c̊!LE/2#

2cos2usin2~d c̊LE/2!,

Pne↔nm
5Pne↔nt

5
1

2
sin22usin2~D c̊LE/2!,

Pnm↔nt
52

1

4
sin22usin2~D c̊LE/2!

1sin2usin2@~D c̊1d c̊!LE/2#

1cos2usin2~d c̊LE/2!. ~30!

The corresponding antineutrino expressions are identica
A possible approach is illustrated in the figure. The line

sensitivity for the larger differenceD c̊ can be chosen to lie
just above CHOOZ and LSND. This produces only a sm
effect in these experiments and may provide an explana
for LSND that may not conflict with CHOOZ. The remainin
difference d c̊ can then be chosen to explain atmosphe
data. The above situation somewhat resembles the con
tional mass solution, with the role ofdm2/2E replaced by
D c̊E and that ofDm2/2E replaced byd c̊E. The angleu is
the analogue of the solar-neutrino mixing angle. Howev
the energy dependences of the two cases differ substant
as is also evident from the figure.

To explore quantitatively how this approach might wor
consider the positive LSND and KamLAND results. Kam
LAND detects n̄e from distant reactors and found about
61% reduction in the flux. Most reactors are 138–214
from the detector, and the correspondingn̄e energies fall in
the range 1 MeV&E&10 MeV. If KamLAND lies well
above theD c̊ line, the relevant quantity is the average s
vival probability ^Pn̄e→ n̄e

&512 1
2 sin22u.61%, yielding a

mixing angle given by sin22u.0.78. Also, assuming LSND
is in a region of small oscillation effects, then we can a
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proximate Pn̄m→ n̄e
' 1

2 sin22u(Dc̊LE/2)2.0.26%. Then, for

E.45 MeV andL.30 m we obtainD c̊.2.4310217. Thus,
in this simple scenario, these two experiments suggest c

ficient values near sin22u.0.78 and D c̊.2.4310217, in
agreement with the estimates of Sec. III C.

The remaining coefficientd c̊ can then be chosen to matc

observed atmospheric-neutrino effects. The coefficientD c̊ is
relatively large in this region and generates rapid osci
tions. Averaging over these for any value ofd c̊ leaves a
muon-neutrino survival probability of eitherPnm→nm

.0.54

20.27sin2(dc̊LE/2) or Pnm→nm
.0.7720.73sin2(dc̊LE/2),

depending on the solution foru. Note that the latter expres
sion resembles the usual maximal-mixing solution within
overall scale factor, except for the unusual energy dep
dence in the oscillation length.

Interestingly, atmospheric electron-neutrino oscillatio
are present in this model but are largely unobserved due
compensation mechanism. The averagedne survival prob-
ability is Pne→ne

561%, as above, and thene↔nm mixing

probability is Pne↔nm
519.5%. The observed flux of atmo

spheric electron neutrinos is a combination of the survi
flux and the appearance flux from mixing with muon neut
nos. Since the ratio of muon neutrinos to electron neutri
is approximately 2, the predicted effective flux of atm
spheric electron neutrinos is approximately 61
12(19.5%).100% of the flux in the absence of oscilla
tions, in agreement with indications from existing data. E
sentially, this compensation mechanism works because
disappearance probability 12Pne→ne

of electron neutrinos

given by Eq.~30! is a factor of two greater than the appea
ance probabilityPne↔nm

of muon neutrinos from mixing,

resulting in no net suppression in the total observed elect
neutrino flux.

The compensation mechanismper se is independent of
Lorentz violation and can be applied whenever 12Pne→ne

'2Pne↔nm
, including in the conventional massive cas

Note, however, that Monte Carlo calculations suggest
flux ratio increases dramatically above 2 for energies o
about 10 GeV@73#, so the compensation mechanism is like
to fail at higher energies. Note also that, in the case of
above Lorentz-violating model, the rapid oscillations at hi
energies also help to maskne oscillations. Although these
rapid oscillations can change the overall flux, they also te
to smooth away the observableE and L dependences tha
form the basis for some analyses.

This simple model serves to illustrate a possible strat
that might remedy the conflict between LSND and reac
experiments, but it may well introduce other conflicts b
tween LSND and accelerator experiments testingne→nt and
nm→nt @64,65# or nm→ne @66,67#. Note also that some
work has been done to check for unconventional energy
pendences in the atmospheric data@74#, suggesting that the
usual energy dependence is preferred. However, these a
ses are limited to two generations and do not consider p
5-12
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LORENTZ AND CPT VIOLATION IN NEUTRINOS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 016005 ~2004!
sible direction dependences orn↔ n̄ mixing. A complete
treatment would also need to include the effects of
Earth’s matter potential, which introduces additional ene
dependence. The point is thatGFne;10222 GeV for the
Earth, and at atmospheric-neutrino energies this is com
rable to the contribution fromd c̊ shown in Fig. 2. In any
case, interesting sensitivities to Lorentz violation could
achieved with a complete analysis of existing data.

2. Example: (aL)eµ
T Å0, (cL)µt

TTÅ0

We turn next to an FC model with mixed energy depe
dence, incorporating only two nonzero coefficients (aL)em

T

[å and 4
3 (cL)mt

TT[ c̊ and no mass terms. This case includ
both Lorentz andCPT violation but remains rotation sym
metric. The presence of both a dimensionless coefficient
a dimension-one coefficient leads to unusual energy beha
in the vacuum-mixing angles as well as the oscillati
lengths. This contrasts with the previous case, in which o
the oscillation lengths have unconventional energy dep
dence. Note that bothå and c̊ are arbitrary to an unobserv
able phase, and therefore they can be taken real and no
gative without loss of generality.

The behavior in this model can be understood qual
tively as follows. At low energiesE!å/ c̊ relative to the
critical energy å/ c̊, the å term dominates the effectiv
Hamiltonian. As a result,nt decouples fromne andnm , so
only ne↔nm mixing occurs. In contrast, for high energie
E@å/ c̊, c̊ dominates and onlynm↔nt mixing occurs. At
intermediate energiesE;å/ c̊, the two terms are comparab
and produce complicated energy dependence with mix
between all three neutrinos.

This behavior is similar to the observed energy dep
dence in the solar-neutrino flux. In the usual analysis w
massive neutrinos, the observed energy dependence is
plained through matter effects. However, the same type
behavior can appear in Lorentz-violating scenarios e
without matter. To demonstrate this, we need the proba
ties for the current model:

Pne→ne
5124sin2ucos2usin2~pL/L0!

2sin4usin2~2pL/L0!, ~31a!

Pnm→nm
512sin2~2pL/L0!, ~31b!

Pnt→nt
5124sin2ucos2usin2~pL/L0!

2cos4usin2~2pL/L0!, ~31c!

Pne↔nm
5sin2usin2~2pL/L0!, ~31d!

Pne↔nt
5sin2ucos2u@4sin2~pL/L0!

2sin2~2pL/L0!#, ~31e!

Pnm↔nt
5cos2usin2~2pL/L0!, ~31f!
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where

sin2u5å2/~ å21 c̊2E2!,

2p/L05Aå21 c̊2E2. ~32!

The antineutrino probabilities are again identical since
quantities sin2u and L0 are symmetric underå→2å. We
remark in passing that this model serves as an exampl
which CPT is violated but the traditional test ofCPT dis-
cussed in Sec. II E fails as an indicator of theCPTviolation.

The solar-neutrino vacuum-oscillation survival probab
ity is given by Eq.~31a!. As usual, depending on the size
the coefficients, matter effects can drastically alter the s
vival rates. Consider, for example, a simple matt
dominated case where the matter potential at the point one
production dominatesheff . Assuming adiabatic propagation
neutrinos are produced in the highest-eigenvalue state
heff(R.0) and emerge from the Sun in the highe
eigenvalue state ofheff(R5R(). The overlap between this
state and an electron-neutrino state is proportional
sinu/A2. Consequently, the average survival probability
the matter-dominated case in an adiabatic approximation

^Pne→ne
&adiabatic5

1

2
sin2u. ~33!

In contrast, the average for the case where matter effects
be neglected is

^Pne→ne
&vacuum5122sin2u1

3

2
sin4u. ~34!

These probabilities are plotted on Fig. 3 as a function
energy in units ofå/ c̊.

The observed flux is consistent with the figure, since lo
energy experiments suggest an approximate survival p
ability of 1/2 @38–40#, while higher-energy experiments fa
vor about 1/3@37,41,42#. Note that both cases shown in Fi
3 yield an average survival probability of 1/3 atE
5å/A2c̊. By choosing the ratioå/ c̊ to coincide with the
peak of the solar8B spectrum (Epeak.6.4 MeV), this simple
massless Lorentz- andCPT-violating model can be made t

FIG. 3. Solar-neutrino survival probability assuming adiaba
propagation~solid! and average survival probability for vacuum
oscillations~dashed!.
5-13
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V. ALAN KOSTELECKY AND MATTHEW MEWES PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 016005 ~2004!
reproduce the gross features of the observed solar-neu
flux. This corresponds to imposingå/ c̊.9 MeV.

The above discussion only depends on the ratio of co
ficients. To get a sense of the size of coefficients require
a realistic case, we can consider what KamLAND implies
å and c̊. Taking a representative neutrino to have energyE
55 MeV and baselineL5200 km and assuming that it os
cillates no more than once, the ratioå/ c̊.9 MeV and the
survival probabilityPn̄e→ n̄e

.61% can be used to extract a

proximate valueså.7310222 GeV andc̊.8310220. The
lines of sensitivity for these values on Fig. 1 are appro
mately L;1021 GeV21 and LE;1019, passing just above
KamLAND and intersecting in the solar-energy regio
thereby producing the energy dependence seen in Fig. 3

3. Example: (m̃2)eµÅ0, (aL)µt
TTÅ0

As a variation on the above model, we next conside
special FC case with nonzero mass (m̃2)em[m̊2 and coeffi-
cient (aL)mt

TT[å8 for Lorentz andCPTviolation. This model
has many qualitative features of the previous one. At sm
energies, the massm̊ controls mixing betweenne and nm ,
while at large energieså8 dominates and produces mixin
betweennm andnt .

The probabilities for this model are given by Eqs.~31!,
~33!, and~34!, but with the definitions

sin2u5m̊4/~m̊414å82E2!,

2p/L05A~m̊2/2E!21å82. ~35!

The analysis of this model parallels the previous case.
deed, Fig. 3 also holds for the solar-neutrino probabilities
terms ofm̊ and å8, using the scale shown on the top ax
Applying the same arguments as before yields the r
m̊2/å8.18 MeV and candidate valuesm̊2.731026 eV2

and å8.4310222 GeV.
A key difference between this case and the previouså- c̊

model is the asymptotic behavior of the oscillation length.
the å- c̊ case,L0→2p/( c̊E) at high energies. In contrast, th
oscillation length in the presentm̊2å8 model approaches
constant at high energies,L0→2p/å8. Consider the conse
quences for atmospheric neutrinos. Note that in the hi
energy limit of both cases, sin2u→0 and soPne→ne

→0, in
agreement with observation. However, the first mo
with c̊.8310220 gives L0.2p/( c̊E).(15 km GeV)/E,
whereas the second model withå8.4310222 GeV yields
L0.3100 km. These differ from the usual massive-neutr
explanation of the atmospheric data, which hasDm2.3
31023 eV2 and results inL054pE/Dm2.800E km/GeV.

We emphasize that both this special model and the pr
ous one involve only two degrees of freedom, whereas
usual massive-neutrino solution requires two mass-squ
differences and at least two mixing angles. Including ad
tional coefficients for Lorentz violation can only add flexib
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ity to the analysis. For example, one might consider a co
bination of the two examples above, which would have fo
degrees of freedom. With additional freedom, it seems lik
that an appropriate simple Lorentz-violating scenario co
be constructed that would reproduce most oscillation d
This also suggests that existing data analyses appear ins
cient to exclude many forms of Lorentz andCPT violation,
or even to distinguish between oscillations due to mass
those due to Lorentz violation.

B. Direction-dependent andn^n̄ mixing models

Lorentz violation naturally allows directional dependen
in oscillation parameters through the violation of rotati
invariance. An interesting subset of direction-depend
models are those involvingn↔ n̄ mixing via nonzerogmns

andHmn coefficients in the theory~14!. In the general case
nonzeron↔ n̄ mixing represents one way to generate
many as five distinct oscillation lengths without incorpora
ing sterile neutrinos. However, we limit attention in this su
section to a simple model that reveals some key feature
n↔ n̄ mixing. For illustrative purposes, it suffices to consid
mixing in only one neutrino species, sayne↔ n̄e . This case
may nonetheless have physical relevance, since it imp
significant effects on reactor experiments and solar neutr
and might possibly also shed light on the LSND anomaly

1. General one-species model

The restriction to the two-dimensionalne- n̄e subspace
radically simplifies the form of the effective Hamiltonia
~14!. Since the coefficients (m̃2)ee and (cL)ee are real, they
lead to terms proportional to the identity that have no eff
on oscillatory behavior and can therefore be ignored. Mo
over, Eq.~4! implies that (HmnC)ab is antisymmetric in gen-
eration space, so (HmnC)ee5HeeC

mn
50. Therefore, the mos

general single-flavor theory without mass differences
given by a 232 effective Hamiltonian containing only th
coefficients (aL)ee

m and (gmnsC)ee5geeC
mns for Lorentz viola-

tion. Note that both these terms areCPT odd.
For this general single-flavor model, the probabilities a

identical in form to those of the usual two-generation mixi
case

Pne↔ n̄e
512Pne→ne

512Pn̄e→ n̄e

5sin22usin22pL/L0 . ~36!

However, the mixing angle and oscillation length can ha
nontrivial four-momentum dependence. They are given
the expressions

S 2p

L0
D 2

5
u~aL!ee

m pmu2

upW u2
1uA2~e1!npsg̃eeC

ns u2,

sin22u5S 11
u~aL!ee

m pmu2

upW u2uA2~e1!npsg̃eeC
ns u2D 21

.

~37!
5-14
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LORENTZ AND CPT VIOLATION IN NEUTRINOS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 016005 ~2004!
Note that these can also be written directly in terms of
neutrino-propagation anglesQ andF defined in Eq.~25!.

2. Example: g̃eeC
ZT Å0

As an explicit example, we consider a maximal-mixin
special case of the general single-flavor model for which
only nonzero coefficient isg̃eeC

ZT [ǧ. In terms of the propa-
gation anglesQ andF, the oscillation length is found to b

2p/L05uEsinQǧu, ~38!

and the mixing angle is sin22u51. As in the previous ex-
amples, this case has unconventional energy dependenc
unlike previous examples it includes neutrino-antineutr
mixing and also dependence on the direction of propaga
through the propagation angleQ.

To illustrate the effects of the direction dependence, c
sider atmospheric neutrinos detected in the SK detector. N
trinos that enter the detector from the celestial north or so
have sinQ50 and therefore do not oscillate. In contrast, ne
trinos propagating in the plane parallel to the Earth’s eq
torial plane have sinQ51 and experience maximal mixin
@75#. Analyses of SK data often neglect the difference b
tweenne and n̄e , so they may be insensitive to this effe
because the total flux of electron neutrinos and antineutr
is unchanged. However, the same type of directional dep
dence can arise in more complicated scenarios w
ne↔nm↔nt mixing, and this could drastically affect the up
down asymmetry measurements of SK.

As another example consider KamLAND, which dete
neutrinos from several reactors at different locations. T
total flux f total(E) of n̄e can be written

f total~E!5(
j

f j~E!Pn̄e→ n̄e
~E,L j ,Q j !, ~39!

where thef j (E) are the fluxes from the individual reacto
in the absence of oscillations, andQ j are appropriate propa
gation angles determined by the relative positions of the
actors and the KamLAND detector. We can approximate
positions of the reactors as being located in the plane tan
to the surface of the Earth at the location of the detecto
follows that neutrinos from reactors positioned directly no
and south of the detector haveQ j.180°2x and Q j.x,
wherex.36° is the latitude of the detector. In contrast, ne
trinos arriving from the east or west haveQ j.90°. This
results in an approximate allowed range for theQ j given by
sin2Qj*sin2x, implying that then̄e from every reactor expe
rience some degree of oscillation on their way to the Ka
LAND detector. However, the net result differs from the flu
in a comparable rotation-symmetric model with a dimensi
less coefficient.

For solar neutrinos, the allowed range forQ is given by
sin2Q*cos2h.0.85 because the Earth’s orbital and equa
rial planes differ by approximatelyh523°. The true value
of sin2Q oscillates between sin2Q51 in the spring or fall and
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sin2Q.0.85 in the summer or winter. This simple mod
therefore predicts a semiannual variation in the so
neutrino data.

As suggested in Sec. III C, oscillations ofne into n̄e may
provide an alternative approach to resolving the LSN
anomaly. If the LSND result is reinterpreted as an oscillat
of ne into n̄e , then the transition probability is likely to be
comparable to the reported value of about 0.26% beca
roughly equal numbers ofne and n̄m are produced. Since
mixing in this model is caused by the dimensionless coe
cient ǧ, a reasonable strategy here is similar to that adop
for thed c̊2D c̊ model in Sec. IV A 1, where a dimensionles
coefficient is chosen to have its line of sensitivity just abo
CHOOZ and LSND in Fig. 1. This causes a small oscillati
in LSND but avoids the null constraints from reactor expe
ments. Taking the energy of a typicalne to be aboutE535
MeV and the distance to beL530 m in LSND, and assum
ing that the small transition probability is due to a sm
L/L0, we can writePne→ n̄e

5sin22usin22pL/L0.(sinQǧLE)2

.0.26%. For LSND, the detector is situated approximat
to the east of the source. This implies that the angle betw
celestial north and the direction of propagation of the neu
nos is near 90°, which results in the estimateuǧu.10217.

In contrast, the KARMEN detector is located roughly
the south of the neutrino source, at latitudex.51°. We can
therefore approximateQ.180°2x.129°. Taking E
535 MeV and L518 m for KARMEN yields a tran-
sition probability Pne→ n̄e

5sin22usin22pL/L0.(sinQǧLE)2

.0.06%. This is more than four times smaller than t
LSND probability as a consequence of the different pro
gation direction and the smaller distance, confirming that
rection dependence could help reconcile the apparent con
between KARMEN and LSND.

In the above model, the directional dependence is ra
limited because the coefficientǧ introduces onlyQ depen-
dence. This causes minimal variation for any experime
with both neutrino source and detector fixed on the Ear
surface, since the angleQ is fixed as the Earth rotates and
therefore a constant experiment-dependent quantity. H
ever, other coefficients can produce a strong dependenc
F as well. For instance, suppose we chooseg̃eeC

ZX instead of
g̃eeC

ZT . The result is an oscillation length given by 2p/L0

5uEsin2QcosFg̃eeC
ZX u. The dependence onF can substantially

change the nature of an experiment. For purely terres
experiments, where the source and detector are fixed to
surface of the Earth, it follows thatF5v % (T2T0), where
v % .2p/~23 h 56 min! is the Earth’s sidereal frequency an
T0 is an appropriately chosen experiment-dependent off
For solar neutrinos,F varies as the Earth orbits the Sun,F
'V % (T2T0), whereV % 52p/~1 year!.

C. Lorentz-violating seesaw models

The above models demonstrate some of the striking
havior at different energy scales that can arise from Lore
andCPTviolation. Mixed energy dependence among the c
5-15
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V. ALAN KOSTELECKY AND MATTHEW MEWES PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 016005 ~2004!
efficients for Lorentz violation inheff can also lead to a
Lorentz-violating seesaw mechanism that occurs with
mass and only in particular energy regimes. This can lea
counterintuitive phenomena, such as the appearance
pseudomass in the bicycle model of Ref.@29#. In this model,
an oscillation length emerges at high energies that beh
similar to a mass-squared difference, even though no m
squared differences exist in the theory.

The bicycle model has nonzero coefficients4
3(cL)ee

TT

5 4
3 (cL)ee

JJ[2c̊ and (aL)em
Z 5(aL)et

Z [ǎ/A2. The basic be-
havior of the oscillation lengthsLab[2p/Dab and the
energy-dependent mixing angleu are illustrated in Fig. 4. A
key feature is that at high energies the line associated
the oscillation lengthL32 resembles that from a nonzer
mass-squared difference. It turns out that the resulting h
energy dynamics reduces to two-generation maximal mix
Pnm↔nt

.sin2(DmQ
2 L/4E), with a Lorentz- and CPT-violating

pseudomassDmQ
2 5ǎ2cos2Q/c̊.

Unexpected effects of this type can be expected when
the low- or high-energy limit ofheff contains degeneracies
Consider, for example, a 333 Hamiltonianheff for which
there exists a basis, not necessarily the flavor basis, in w
we can write

heff5S 2h1 h2 h3

h2* 0 0

h3* 0 0
D , ~40!

FIG. 4. Range of oscillation parameters versus energy in

bicycle model with c̊510219 and ǎ510220 GeV. ~a! Minimum
(cos2Q51) and maximum (cos2Q50) of the various oscillation
lengthsLab[2p/Dab . Note thatL32 is unbounded.~b! The allowed
range of sin2u and cos2u over all possible directions, 0<cos2Q
<1, as a function of energy.
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where irrelevant diagonal terms are neglected. The inter
ing eigenvalue difference for this case isD
5A(h1)21uh2u21uh3u22h1. Suppose that the mixed energ
dependence introduced by combinations of mass
dimension-one coefficients, and dimensionless coefficie
enforcesh1@Auh2u21uh3u2 at some energy scale. Expandin
the eigenvalue difference then yields@76# D' 1

2 (uh2u2

1uh3u2)/h11•••.
In the bicycle model,h2 andh3 arise from a dimension-

one coefficient and are therefore constant with energy, buh1

arises from a dimensionless coefficient and therefore gr
linearly with energy. As a result, at high energies the eig
value difference is proportional toE21, which resembles the
usual mass case. Using different combinations of masses
coefficients for Lorentz violation, it is straightforward t
construct similar models that produceE21, E22, or E23 de-
pendence at high energies, orE1, E2, or E3 dependence a
low energies. More complicatedEn dependences are possib

when the full 636 effective Hamiltonian~14! with n↔ n̄
mixing is considered.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented a general framework
the study of Lorentz violation in the neutrino sector. The k
result is Eq. ~14!, which represents the general effectiv
Hamiltonianheff for neutrino propagation in the presence
Lorentz andCPT violation. We have extracted theoretic
implications of this Hamiltonian and have initiated a study
experimental sensitivities to the predicted effects. The v
ous simple models of Sec. IV illustrate some of the k
physical features and offer numerous options for future
ploration.

Our analysis shows that the data from existing and ne
future neutrino experiments could be used to attain inter
ing sensitivities to possible Lorentz-violating effects. Mor
over, the existing analyses appear insufficient to exclude
possibility that some or perhaps even all the establis
neutrino-oscillation signals are due to Lorentz violation.

An interesting open theoretical challenge is to ident
from the plethora of available choices one or more eleg
models with features compatible with observed data, pre
ably involving only a small number of degrees of freedo
One simple candidate is the bicycle model@29#, which has
no mass-squared differences and only two degrees of f
dom rather than the four used in the conventional mass
neutrino analysis, but which nonetheless reproduces the
jor observed features of neutrino behavior. This and sim
models offer one possible path to explore, but it is likely th
many other qualitatively different and interesting cases ex

On the experimental front, confirming or disproving the
ideas would involve analysis of existing and future data
seek a ‘‘smoking-gun’’ signal for Lorentz violation. In th
remainder of this section, we summarize some poss
smoking-gun signals and then offer some remarks about
perimental prospects for detection of Lorentz andCPT vio-
lation.

e
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LORENTZ AND CPT VIOLATION IN NEUTRINOS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 016005 ~2004!
A. Generic predictions

The numerous options for coefficients for Lorentz a
CPT violation and the size of unexploredL versusE space
are impediments to a completely general analysis. An a
native strategy to uncover evidence of Lorentz violation is
seek model-independent features that represent characte
signals. We list here six classes of signal. Confirmed ob
vation of any of them would be evidence supporting t
existence of Lorentz violation.

Class I: Spectral anomalies.Each coefficient for Lorentz
violation introduces energy dependence differing from
usual case. Detection of a vacuum oscillation length tha
constant inE or inversely proportional toE to some power
would constitute a clear signal of Lorentz violation. No
that combinations of masses, dimension-one coefficients
mensionless coefficients, and matter potentials can prod
more complicated energy dependences in both oscilla
lengths and mixing angles. In general, a mixing angle
constant in energy only if all relevant coefficients for Loren
violation, masses, and matter effects have the same dim
sion, which requires no more than one of these to be pres

Class II: L-E conflicts.This class of signal refers to an
null or positive measurement in a region ofL-E space that
conflicts with all scenarios based on mass-squared di
ences. For example, consider a solid line in Fig. 1 pass
through CHOOZ. A measurement of substantial oscillation
the n̄e sector in any experiment below this line would be
direct conflict with a mass-based interpretation of t
CHOOZ results. Signals in this class might best be sough
searching for oscillation effects in each species of neutr
and antineutrino for regions ofL-E space in which conven
tional oscillations are excluded. Of the six classes of sig
discussed in this section, this is the only one for which th
is presently some positive evidence, the LSND anomaly.

Class III: Periodic variations.This class involves signal
for rotation-invariance violations and contains two su
classes: sidereal variations and annual variations. Cons
first sidereal variations, which have been widely adopted
the basis for Lorentz-violation searches in other sectors
the SME. In terrestrial experiments with both the detec
and the source fixed on the Earth, the direction of neutr
propagation relative to the Sun-centered frame changes
ing the sidereal day due to the rotation of the Earth. T
induced periodic variation of observables with time rep
sents a signature of Lorentz violation. In the Sun-cente
frame, the neutrino-propagation angleQ is constant for a
fixed source, but the angleF varies periodically according to
F5v % (T2T0), whereT0 is an experiment-dependent tim
at which the detector and source both lie in a plane para
to theXZ plane with the detector at larger values ofX. The
resulting neutrino-oscillation probabilities exhibit period
variations at multiples of the sidereal frequencyv % . The
second class of periodic signals, annual variations, can
arise directly from rotation-invariance violation. For sola
neutrino experiments, the source is the Sun and the dete
changes location with time as a consequence of the or
motion of the Earth about the Sun. One can therefore ex
variations at the Earth orbital frequencyV % and its harmon-
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ics. In this context, note that the directionp̂ of solar neutrino
propagation in the Sun-centered frame is uniquely given
p̂5(2cosV%T,2coshsinV%T,2sinhsinV%T), where h
.23.4° is the angle between the Earth’s equatorial and
bital planes. We remark in passing that suppressed an
variations can also arise indirectly as boost-violating effe
@15,16,21,22# in experiments with terrestrial and possibly a
mospheric neutrino sources, as a result of the nonine
nature of the Earth’s motion around the Sun.

Class IV: Compass asymmetries.This class also results
from rotation-invariance violations, but the signals are ind
pendent of time. They can be characterized as the obse
tion of unexplained directional asymmetries at the locat
of the detector. For terrestrial and atmospheric experime
averaging over time eliminates the dependence on
neutrino-propagation angleF, so the result depends only o
energy and the angleQ. Rotation-symmetry violations can
therefore cause a difference in observed properties of ne
nos originating from different directions. Note that the ea
and west directions are equivalent under the averaging
cess, since theF dependence is eliminated, but direct com
parison of the north, south, and east directions would be
interest for these signals. Note also that theQ dependence
typically introduces vertical up-down effects and could i
clude, for example, modifications in the up-down asymme
of atmospheric neutrinos. We remark also that comp
asymmetries can carry information completely independ
of the information in periodic variations. This is seen in t
example in Sec. IV B 2, which hasQ dependence but noF
dependence and consequently predicts compass asymm
without sidereal variations.

Class V: Neutrino-antineutrino mixing.This class of sig-
nal includes any appearance measurement that can be t
to n↔ n̄ oscillation. Any model with nonzero coefficients o
type g or H exhibits this behavior, including the class o
simple one-species models discussed in Sec. IV B 1. N
that this class of signal involves lepton-number violation.

Class VI: Classic CPT test: Pnb→na
ÞPn̄a→ n̄b

. This is the
traditional test ofCPT discussed in Sec. II E, involving vio
lation of the result~24a!. A related signal would be violation
of the second result, Eq.~24b!, which also involvesn↔ n̄
mixing.

B. Experimental prospects
We conclude with some comments about prospects

Lorentz- andCPT-violation searches in the major types
experiments. Table I provides a summary of the present s
ation. The left-hand part of the table contains three colum
with information about coefficients for Lorentz violation
The first column lists combinations of coefficient matric
relevant to neutrino propagation, extracted from the gen
Hamiltonian ~14! and separated according to rotation pro
erties into timelike (T) and spacelike (J) components in the
Sun-centered frame. The second column lists the maxim
number of independent degrees of freedom~DOF! associated
with each combination of coefficient matrices. These nu
bers can be obtained by examining the form of Eq.~14! and
using the symmetry properties in generation space liste
5-17
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TABLE I. Experimental prospects.

Coefficients Estimated sensitivities from Fig.~1!

Matrix DOF Signal classes Solar Atmospheric Reactor Short base. Lon

(aL)T 8 I,II,VI 227 223 221 219 221
(aL)J 24 I,II,III,IV,VI 227 223 221 219 221
(cL)TT5(cL)JJ 8 I,II 225 224 219 221 222
1
2 (cL)(TJ) 24 I,II,III,IV 225 224 219 221 222
1
2 (cL)(JK)2

1
3 dJK(cL)TT 40 I,II,III,IV 225 224 219 221 222

g̃JT2
i

2
eJKLg̃KL 36 I,II,III,IV,V,VI 225 224 219 221 222

1
2 g̃(JK)2

1
3 dJKg̃LL 60 I,II,III,IV,V,VI 225 224 219 221 222

H̃J 18 I,II,III,IV,V 227 223 221 219 221

(kd)l . . . var. I,II,III,IV,V,VI 22712d 2232d 22112d 21922d 2212d
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Eq. ~4!. In certain specific models, some of these degree
freedom may be unobservable. The third column displays
classes of signal that are relevant for each coefficient ma
using the nomenclature of the previous subsection. The ri
hand part of the table contains estimated attainable sens
ties, classified according to each of five types of oscillat
experiments. Each entry in the table represents the bas
logarithm of the expected sensitivity to the correspond
coefficient for Lorentz violation. The sensitivities shown
the table can be obtained by examination of Fig. 1. Given
experiment with maximumL coverage ofLmax and maxi-
mum E coverage ofEmax, the crude sensitivitys to a coef-
ficient for Lorentz violation of dimension 12d is taken to be
s'2 logLmax2dlogEmax. For simplicity in the presentation
it is understood that the sensitivities listed for the dimensi
one coefficientsaL ,H are measured in GeV. The final row o
the table contains a rough estimate of sensitivities meas
in GeV(12d) to a generic coefficient (kd)l••• for a Lorentz-
violating operator of nonrenormalizable dimensionn5d
13. Some caution is required in interpreting the latter n
merical estimates because the coefficients (kd)l••• are ex-
pected typically to be suppressed byd-dependent powers o
the Planck scale.

The table confirms that Planck-scale sensitivities to L
entz andCPTviolation are attainable in all classes of expe
ment, with the most sensitive cases potentially rivaling
best tests in other sectors of the SME. Note that the e
mated sensitivities assume order-one measurements
therefore may underestimate the true attainable sensitivit
any specific experiment. Note also that a variety of exp
mental analyses are needed to extract complete informa
on Lorentz andCPTviolation, with no single class of experi
ment presently in a position to provide measurements o
complete set of coefficients. In the remainder of this subs
tion, we offer a few more specific remarks about each type
experiment.

Solar-neutrino experiments.The abundance and quality o
the current solar-neutrino data make these experimen
promising avenue for Lorentz-violation searches. The re
tively large range of solar-neutrino energies suggests in
esting information about spectral anomalies might be
tained, but complications introduced by matter effects
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likely to make this practical only in relatively simple cas
such as the FC model~28!. Of the other classes of signal
periodic variations and neutrino-antineutrino mixing may
the most relevant to solar neutrinos. The periodic variatio
in observables would occur at multiples ofV % , appearing
despite compensation for the flux variation due to the ecc
tricity of the Earth’s orbit. Direct detection of any antineutr

nos originating from the Sun would be evidence ofn↔ n̄
mixing and hence of possible Lorentz violation.

Atmospheric-neutrino experiments.Similar to solar neu-
trinos, atmospheric neutrinos cover a relatively large reg
of L-E space, but complications from matter effects hinde
general spectral-anomaly search. However, Fig. 2 shows
searches for atmospheric oscillations at the highest ener
and largest distances could reveal oscillations absent in
usual solution, thereby providing evidence forL-E conflicts.
Atmospheric neutrinos originate from all directions, so th
are an ideal system for directional-dependence searches
only are they sensitive to sidereal variations, but also
directional capabilities of detectors such as SK make atm
spheric neutrinos perhaps the most promising place to se
for compass asymmetries. Moreover, since atmospheric
involve both neutrinos and antineutrinos of two species
comparable numbers, it may be possible to address b
n↔ n̄ mixing and the classicCPT tests~24a! and ~24b!.

Reactor experiments.Nuclear reactors are good sources
n̄e , and they are therefore well suited to searches forn↔ n̄
mixing. Since both the sources and the detectors in all th
cases are fixed, the experiments are also sensitive to sid
variations, and some may have additional sensitivity to co
pass asymmetries. For example, the reactor experim
KamLAND detected neutrinos from multiple reactors a
different locations. Experiments with multiple sources su
to this can analyze their data for compass asymmetries
depend on the direction to the various neutrino sources.

Short-baseline accelerator experiments.LSND already
seems to suggest a positiveL-E conflict, which will be tested
by the forthcoming results of the MiniBooNE experimen
Many of these short-baseline accelerator experiments are
pecially interesting for signals based onL-E conflicts be-
cause they operate in a region ofL-E space where the con
5-18
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LORENTZ AND CPT VIOLATION IN NEUTRINOS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 016005 ~2004!
ventional mass scenario predicts no oscillations. Side
variations can readily be sought by experiments such
CHORUS, KARMEN, MiniBooNE, NOMAD, and NuTeV,
since each has a fixed source and detector. Note tha
existing data from these experiments could in principle c
tain a positive signal for sidereal variations because the p
lished null results are based on an average over time.
well-defined flavor content of the sources for these exp

ments may also offer sensitivity ton↔ n̄ signals and to the
classicCPT test. Some of these experiments, such as M
BooNE and NuTeV, may be particularly sensitive to Loren
violation because they can switch from a predominatelynm

source to a predominatelyn̄m source.
Long-baseline accelerator experiments.Several future

long-baseline accelerator-based experiments, such
ICARUS, MINOS, and OPERA, are planned to probe t
GeV region ofL-E space at distances of hundreds of kil
meters, and some results in this regime have already b
reported by K2K. These experiments can search for osc
tions in nm obtained from meson decays, and they are
signed to test the atmospheric-oscillation hypothesis. No
theless,L-E conflicts are still possible: a measurement
nm→ne , for example, would represent anL2E conflict be-
cause this oscillation is absent at these energies and dista
in the conventional scenario with masses. The data obta
can be also analyzed for sidereal variations, since in e
case the source and detector are fixed. Moreover, excep
OPERA and ICARUS, which are both part of the CER
Neutrinos to Gran Sasso~CNGS! project, the beamline for
each experiment points in a different direction. This mea
each is expected to respond differently to rotation-invaria
violations. These experiments may also be able to add
n↔ n̄ mixing and the classicCPT signal, since the flavor
content of the beams is well known.

Other experiments.Experiments designed to search f
neutrino properties other than oscillations can also add
Lorentz violation. To some extent, most experiments are s
sitive to sidereal variations and compass asymmetries.
other signals discussed in Sec. V A are more unique to n
trino oscillations, but analogous signatures are likely to a
in most cases.

One possible test of Lorentz invariance involves a dir
comparison of velocities of supernova neutrinos and p
tons, such as those from SN1987A@34,77#, which could be
performed either by some of the experiments listed abov
by neutrino telescopes. A similar method has been applie
the photon sector, where the velocities of different polari
tions are compared@22#. Another method that could b
adapted to the neutrino case is a simple pulse-disper
analysis. The energy dependence and the independent p
gation of eachheff eigenstate imply that different componen
of the neutrino pulse propagate at different velocities, ca
ing the pulse to spread. For SN1987A, all the observed n
trinos arrived in a time interval of aboutdT.10 s and had
energies E.10220 MeV. Since these neutrinos too
roughly T0.531012 s to reach the Earth, we can crude
estimate that the maximum difference in velocity across
DE.10 MeV energy spread of theheff eigenstates isdv/c
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.dT/T0.2310212. We can then make a simple dimension
estimate of the sensitivity of this method to various terms
heff . This suggests a sensitivity of aboutA200 eV to mass
terms, 2310214 GeV to dimension-one coefficients, and
310212 to dimensionless coefficients. The mass estim
agrees with the result of a detailed analysis along these l
@78#.

Lorentz violation may also be relevant to direct ma
searches such as the proposed KATRIN experiment@32#, de-
signed to measure directly thene mass to better than 1 eV
Within the currently accepted solution to the oscillation da
a mass matrix with eV-scale masses but mass-squared d
ences of 1023 eV2 and 1025 eV2 would be nearly degener
ate. This seems unlikely in light of the charged-lepton m
hierarchies. However, suppose that the mass matrix is ne
diagonal and that neutrino oscillations are primarily or e
tirely due to Lorentz violation instead. Then, individu
masses of eV order or greater may be present with little or
effect on the existing neutrino-oscillation data, but th
would produce a signal in the KATRIN experiment.

Another area of widespread interest is the search for n
trinoless double-beta decay@33#. This decay mode is an in
dicator of lepton-number violation, which can result fro
Majorana-type couplings introduced by Majorana masse
by gauge-violating coefficients for Lorentz violation. Man
of the null results of searches for neutrinoless double-b
decay could therefore be reanalyzed to yield constraints
certain types of Lorentz violation.
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APPENDIX A: EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN

This appendix presents some details for the derivation
the effective Hamiltonian~14!. We first perform a spinor
decomposition of the Hamiltonian in the mass-diagonal M
jorana basis. The result is then block diagonalized in
light-neutrino sector and transformed into the original wea
interaction basis. We remind the reader that generation i
ces in the mass-diagonal basis areA851, . . . ,6 for N53
neutrino species, while the restriction to light neutrinos
this basis is represented by indicesa851,2,3. Also, in the
flavor basis, upper-case indices take the valuesA
5e,m,t,eC,mC,tC, while lower-case ones spana5e,m,t.

1. Spinor decomposition

In this section, we project the Hamiltonian onto the ma
less spinor basis used in Eq.~10!. This corresponds to choos
ing a convenientpW -dependentg-matrix basis that allows us
to write the equations of motion in terms of theb and d
amplitudes.

Working in the mass-diagonal basis, the Hamiltonian
given by
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HA8B8~pW !5H0A8B8~pW !1dHA8B8~pW !,

H0A8B8~pW !5g0~gW •pW 1m(A8)!dA8B8 ,

dHA8B8~pW !52
1

2
@g0dG0H0~pW !1H0~pW !g0dG0#A8B8

1g0~dGW •pW 1dM !A8B8 . ~A1!

It turns out to be useful to decomposeGA8B8
m and MA8B8 in

terms ofg matrices, as in Eq.~2!. Therefore, we write

GA8B8
n

5g0UA8Ag0GAB
n ~UB8B!†

5gndA8B81cA8B8
mn gm1dA8B8

mn g5gm1eA8B8
n

1 i f A8B8
n g51

1

2
gA8B8

lmn slm ,

MA8B85g0UA8Ag0MAB~UB8B!†

5mA8B81 im5A8B8g51aA8B8
m gm1bA8B8

m g5gm

1
1

2
HA8B8

mn smn . ~A2!

We begin the spinor decomposition of the Hamiltoni
~A1! by considering the Lorentz-covariant terms. The pro
erties of the massless spinor basis imply that the only n
zero projections of the kinetic term are

uL,R
† ~pW !~g0gW •pW dA8B8!uL,R~pW !

52vR,L
† ~2pW !~g0gW •pW dA8B8!vR,L~2pW !

5upW udA8B8 , ~A3!

while the surviving projections of the mass term are

uL,R
† ~pW !~g0m(A8)dA8B8!vR,L~2pW !

5ūL,R~pW !vR,L~2pW !m(A8)dA8B8 ~A4!

and conjugates. The quantitiesūL,R(pW )vR,L(2pW ) are phases
that can be chosen arbitrarily by changing the relative ph
betweenuL,R(pW ) andvR,L(2pW )5CūL,R

T (2pW ).
For the spinor decomposition of the Lorentz-violatin

terms in the Hamiltonian~A1!, we define the 232 matrices

LA8B8~pW !5LB8A8
†

~pW !5S uL
†~pW !

uR
†~pW !

D dHA8B8~pW !@uL~pW !,uR~pW !#,

~A5!

L̃A8B8~pW !52L̃B8A8
T

~2pW !5S uL
†~pW !

uR
†~pW !

D dHA8B8~pW !

3@vR~2pW !,vL~2pW !#. ~A6!
01600
-
n-

se

It can be shown that the mass-basis analogs of the
lations ~3! are GA8B8

n
52C(GB8A8

n )TC21 and MA8B8
5C(MB8A8)

TC21. Note that this corresponds toC→I ,
which reflects the Majorana nature of neutrinos in this ba
These identities may then be used to show t
C†g0HA8B8(pW )g0C52@HA8B8(2pW )#* . Finally, with the
aid of the relationvR,L(pW )5CūL,R

T (pW ), it follows that the
remaining terms in the spinor decomposition are given
terms ofL and L̃ by

2L̃A8B8
* ~2pW !5S vR

†~2pW !

vL
†~2pW !

D dHA8B8~pW !@uL~pW !,uR~pW !#,

~A7!

2LA8B8
* ~2pW !5S vR

†~2pW !

vL
†~2pW !

D
3dHA8B8~pW !@vR~2pW !,vL~2pW !#.

~A8!

This implies that the 232 matricesLA8B8 , L̃A8B8 determine
the Lorentz-violating effects.

Combining the above results, we obtain the spin
decomposed Hamiltonian appearing in Eq.~12!:

HA8B8~pW !5HB8A8
†

~pW !

5dA8B8S upW u m(A8)h~pW !

2m(A8)h* ~2pW ! 2upW u
D

1S LA8B8~pW ! L̃A8B8~pW !

2L̃A8B8
* ~2pW ! 2LA8B8

* ~2pW !
D , ~A9!

where h is the 232 diagonal matrix of phasesh(pW )
52h(2pW )5diag@ ūL(pW )vR(2pW ),ūR(pW )vL(2pW )#.

We seek an explicit expression forLA8B8 . The next sub-
section shows that the effects ofL̃A8B8 are subleading order
so we concentrate here on the projections inLA8B8 , which
involve the spinorsuL and uR . It is useful first to find ex-
pressions for the quantitiesūa$1,g5 ,gm,g5gm,smn%ub ,
wherea,b5L,R. We obtain the following nonzero results

ūagmub5pmdab /upW u,

ūag5gmub5Sapmdab /upW u,

ūLsmnuR5~ ūRsmnuL!*

5 iA2„pm~e1!n2pn~e1!m
…/upW u,

~A10!

whereSL51, SR521, pm5(upW u;pW ), and (e1)m satisfies the
relations~15!. With these results and Eqs.~A1! and~A2!, we
can extract the projections ofdH onto uL and uR :
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LA8B85
1

upW u
S @~a1b!mpm2~c1d!mnpmpn#A8B8 2 iA2pm~e1!n@gmnsps2Hmn#A8B8

iA2pm~e1!n* @gmnsps2Hmn#A8B8 @~a2b!mpm2~c2d!mnpmpn#A8B8
D . ~A11!
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In this expression, we neglect off-diagonal terms entering
mass multiplied by coefficients for Lorentz violation, sin
in most situations these terms are suppressed relative to t
above.

2. Block diagonalization

The above spinor decomposition of the Hamiltonian
independent of the specific neutrino mass spectrum. To m
further progress, we adopt the scenario described at the
ginning of Sec. II B and restrict attention to ultrarelativist
dynamics in the subspace of light neutrinos, spanned by
a8 indices. The Hamiltonian is then dominated by the dia
onal kinetic term in Eq.~A9!. The upper and lower diagona
blocks of this term have opposite sign, so they differ by
amount large compared to both mass and Lorentz-viola
terms. This in turn implies that standard perturbation te
niques to remove the off-diagonal blocks can be applied.
a result, terms in the off-diagonal blocks of Eq.~A9! appear
at second order in the block-diagonalized form. One con
quence is that the leading-order mass contribution appea
second order, whereas certain forms of Lorentz violation
pear already at first order. This feature can ultimately
traced to theg-matrix structure of the Lorentz-covariant po
tion of the theory.

Provided the conditionsm(a8) ,uLa8b8u,uL̃a8b8u!upW u are
satisfied, the block diagonalization of Eq.~A9! can proceed
through the perturbative construction of an appropriate u
tary matrix U. First, write U in the form U5I 1e (1)1e (2)

1 . . . , wheree (n) is of nth order in the dimensionless sma
quantitiesm(a8) /upW u, La8b8 /upW u, and L̃a8b8 /upW u. The block-
diagonal Hamiltonian resulting from this transformation c
be expanded in a similar fashion:

Hâ8b̂85Uâ8a8Ha8b8Ub̂8b8
†

5Hâ8b̂8
(0)

1Hâ8b̂8
(1)

1Hâ8b̂8
(2)

1•••,
~A12!

where eachHâ8b̂8
(n) is nth order in small quantities. The

zeroth-order termHâ8b̂8
(0) is the usual kinetic term, which is

already block diagonal. The first-order termHâ8b̂8
(1) can be

made block diagonal by an appropriate choice ofe (1). A
suitable leading-order transformation is

e â8b8
(1)

5
d â8a8

2upW u S 0 êa8b8~pW !

êa8b8
* ~2pW ! 0

D , ~A13!

where

êa8b8~pW !5m(a8)da8b8h~pW !1L̃a8b8~pW !. ~A14!
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Using e (1) andHâ8b̂8
(2) , which depends on bothe (1) ande (2),

we can finde (2) and then continue iteratively to arbitrar
order.

Under the transformationU, the Hamiltonian restricted to
light neutrinos may be written

Hâ8b̂85S hâ8b̂8~pW ! 0

0 2hâ8b̂8
* ~2pW !

D . ~A15!

CalculatingU to second order in small quantities yields th
second-order Hamiltonian

hâ8b̂8~pW !5d â8a8d b̂8b8F S upW u1
1

2upW u
m(a8)

2 D da8b81La8b8~pW !G .

~A16!

This expression neglects terms that are second order in
efficients for Lorentz violation and terms that enter as

product of m(a8) /upW u with L̃. The latter terms constitute
subleading-order corrections under the reasonable assu

tion thatL and L̃ are comparable in size.
While formally the two bases related byU are different, in

practice this difference is of little consequence. Our m
goal is to determine oscillation probabilities. The effects oU
appear in the mixing matrix and therefore modify the amp
tudes of oscillations. However, sinceU is close to the iden-
tity, the basis change produces only tiny and unobserva
changes in oscillation amplitudes. It therefore suffices
practice to assumeU5I for purposes of the basis transfo
mation, corresponding to ignoring the difference between

a8 and â8 indices. Similar arguments apply to the field r
definition relatingn andx. This also underlies the validity o
assuming unitarity mixing matrices in the conventional ca
with neutrino mass, even though the submatrixVa8a is only
approximately unitary. In contrast, the diagonalization ofh in
Eq. ~A16! can introduce arbitrary amounts of mixing.

The above description in the mass-diagonal basis c
pletely determines the neutrino dynamics, but in practi
situations a description in the weak-interaction basis is m
useful. This requires the transformation ofha8b8 to the origi-
nal flavor basis.

The first step in implementing the desired transformat
is to determine the relation between the coefficients in
~2! and those in Eq.~A2!. In terms of the unitary matrix
VA8A , we find
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cA8B8
mn

5ReVA8AVB8B
* ~c1d!AB

mn ,

dA8B8
mn

5 i ImVA8AVB8B
* ~c1d!AB

mn ,

eA8B8
n

5 i ImVA8AVB8B@~e1 i f !nC#AB ,

i f A8B8
n

5ReVA8AVB8B@~e1 i f !nC#AB ,

1

2
gA8B8

lmn
5ReVA8AVB8B

1

2
~glmnC!AB

2ImVA8AVB8B

1

4
elmrs~grs

n C!AB ,

mA8B85ReVA8AVB8B@~m1 im5!C#AB[m(A8)dA8B8 ,

im5A8B85 i ImVA8AVB8B@~m1 im5!C#AB[0,

aA8B8
n

5 i ImVA8AVB8B
* ~a1b!AB

n ,

bA8B8
n

5ReVA8AVB8B
* ~a1b!AB

n ,

1

2
HA8B8

mn
5 i ImVA8AVB8B

1

2
~HmnC!AB

1 iReVA8AVB8B

1

4
emnrs~HrsC!AB . ~A17!

Note that all the coefficients in the mass-diagonal basis
either pure real or pure imaginary, reflecting the Majora
nature of neutrinos in this basis. Using this equation,
obtain

@~a1b!mpm2~c1d!mnpmpn#a8b8

5@~a1b!mpm2~c1d!mnpmpn#abVa8aVb8b
* ,

@~a2b!mpm2~c2d!mnpmpn#a8b8

5@2~a1b!mpm2~c1d!mnpmpn#ab* Va8a
* Vb8b ,

2 iA2pm~e1!n@gmnsps2Hmn#a8b8

52 iA2pm~e1!n@~gmnsps2Hmn!C#abVa8aVb8b ,

iA2pm~e1!n* @gmnsps2Hmn#a8b8

5 iA2pm~e1!n* @~gmnsps1Hmn!C#ab* Va8a
* Vb8b

* ,

~A18!

using the assumption that the submatrixVa8a is unitary.
Within a standard seesaw mechanism, the right-han

Majorana-mass matrixR appearing in Eq.~8! is large, uRu
@uLu,uDu. Calculating the matrixVAB at leading order in
small mass ratiosuLu/uRu and uDu/uRu produces the identity

m(a8)da8b85Va8aVb8b~ml !ab , ~A19!

whereml5L2DR21DT, and hence the relation
01600
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a
e

ed

m(a8)
2 da8b85Va8aVb8b

* ~mlml
†!ab5Va8a

* Vb8b~mlml
†!ab* .

~A20!

Combining results yields the desired form

F S upW u1
1

2upW u
m(a8)

2 D da8b81La8b8~pW !G
5S Va8a 0

0 Va8a
* D ~heff!abS Vb8b

* 0

0 Vb8b
D ,

~A21!

whereheff is given in Eq.~14!.

APPENDIX B: MINIMAL SME TERMS

Restricting attention to the coefficients (cL)ab
mn ,(aL)ab

m ,
which are contained in the minimal gauge-invariant SM
effectively decouples neutrinos and antineutrinos and p
duces vanishing transition probabilities~21c! and~21d!. This
appendix describes a useful parametrization of these co
cients.

Each coefficient matrix for Lorentz violation can be p
rametrized with three eigenvalues and a constant unitary
trix. We define

~cL!mn5~Ûmn!†S ~cL!(1)
mn 0 0

0 ~cL!(2)
mn 0

0 0 ~cL!(3)
mn
D Ûmn

~B1!

for each coefficient matrix (cL)mn and

~aL!m5~Ûm!†S ~aL!(1)
m 0 0

0 ~aL!(2)
m 0

0 0 ~aL!(3)
m
D Ûm ~B2!

for each coefficient matrix (aL)m. The unitary diagonalizing
matricesÛmn,Ûm are chosen so that if there is only a sing
nonvanishing coefficient matrix thenUeff in Eq. ~19! takes
the block-diagonal form

Ueff5S Û 0

0 Û*
D . ~B3!

The reader is warned that the above decomposition is fra
dependent, so neither the eigenvalues nor the mixing m
ces behave as tensors under observer Lorentz transfo
tions. We therefore advocate restricting this type of deco
position to the standard Sun-centered celestial equato
frame.

Adopting a CKM-like decomposition of theÛ matrices,
we denote mixing angles and phases associated with
(cL)mn by u12

mn ,u13
mn ,u23

mn and dmn,b1
mn ,b2

mn . Similarly, for
each (aL)m we write u12

m , u13
m , u23

m , anddmn, b1
m , b2

m . The

Û matrices may then be written explicitly in the form
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c12
mnc13

mn
2s12

mnc23
mn2c12

mns23
mns13

mne2 idmn
s12

mns23
mn2c12

mnc23
mns13

mne2 idmn

1 0 0
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Ûmn5F s12
mnc13

mn c12
mnc23

mn2s12
mns23

mns13
mne2 idmn

2c12
mns23

mn2s12
mnc23

mns13
mne2 idmn

s13
mneidmn

s23
mnc13

mn c23
mnc13

mn GF 0 eib1
mn

0

0 0 eib2
mnG , ~B4!

Ûm5F c12
m c13

m
2s12

m c23
m 2c12

m s23
m s13

m e2 idm
s12

m s23
m 2c12

m c23
m s13

m e2 idm

s12
m c13

m c12
m c23

m 2s12
m s23

m s13
m e2 idm

2c12
m s23

m 2s12
m c23

m s13
m e2 idm

s13
m eidm

s23
m c13

m c23
m c13

m
GF 1 0 0

0 eib1
m

0

0 0 eib2
mG , ~B5!
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where sab
mn5sinuab

mn , cab
mn5cosuab

mn , sab
m 5sinuab

m , and cab
m

5cosu ab
m .

In the conventional massive-neutrino analysis, theb ma-
trix of phases can be absorbed into the amplitudesba(t;pW )
andda(t;pW ), so these phases are normally unobservable
can be neglected. However, in the present context, only
set of b phases may be absorbed in this fashion. The p
ence of multiple coefficient matrices for Lorentz violatio
implies that they cannot typically be neglected.

Neutrino oscillations are insensitive to terms in the effe
tive Hamiltonian that are proportional to the identity. Cons
quently, only two eigenvalue differences for each coeffici
matrix for Lorentz violation contribute to oscillation effect
ica
,

ys
F.

u,
zo

01600
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-
-
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Also, each coefficient matrix is associated with three mixi
angles and three phases. It follows that the maximum nu
ber of gauge-invariant degrees of freedom that enter
neutrino oscillations in the minimal SME alone is 1638 for
cL and 438 for aL , for a total of 160. However, some o
these are unobservable. The 8 trace componentshmn(cL)mn

are Lorentz invariant, and both these and t
638-component antisymmetric piece of (cL)mn are absent in
the leading-order Hamiltonian~14!. This leaves 104 leading
order degrees of freedom inaL and cL , in agreement with
the numbers listed in Table I. For the minimal SME, one
of b phases is also unobservable, which reduces the t
number of degrees of freedom to 102.
.
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